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PROJECT PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to redefine and restructure the NSPI Awards System to
meet the needs of NSPI Stakeholders.

The NSPI Awards System is defined to include those systems, processes, materials,
practices, and people who are involved in the following processes:

NSPI Awards System Architecture

The Awards Category
and Best-in-Class

The Awards Practices Benchmarks
Marketin~ and Policy Process

Promotion rocess ,
The Nomination The Screening The Awards- ..•. ... PresentationProcess and Evaluation

Process Process

+
The Evaluator

~ Selection/Training
and Certification

Process

The above view represents the Project Management Team's (Karen and Guy Wallace)
current view of the Awards System as an overall Systems Architecture. This
configuration will undoubtedly change after the project activities begin. This
configuration was created for planning purposes only. As such, it has been utilized to
form the preliminary structural view of the "systems/processes" to be created and
therefore, guide the preliminary view and planning of the team structure to be put in place
to do the actual design and development work.

NSPI Stakeholders in the Awards System are defined to include the following:

• NSPI members
• NSPI local chapters
• NSPI Advocates, Sustainers, and Patrons
• NSPI Treasured Members
• NSPI Board
• Non-NSPI members working in the field (research, application, or management)

... and last, but not least. ..

• Customers (internal/external) of NSPI members
- The marketplace for instructional interventions
- The marketplace for other performance systems/human performance

technology interventions.
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The overt inclusion and emphasis of the memberships' "customers" and the Society's
"stakeholders" throughout this project is by design.

PROJECf BACKGROUND

In 1989, the NSPI Board decided to undertake a study to revamp the NSPI Annual
Awards System. Kathleen Whiteside was asked to head a task force to analyze, plan,
design, and implement these changes. The project was seen as a multi-year effort.

This initial work resulted in the following:

• Responsibility for the Chapter awards were moved to the V.P. - Chapters

• Awards were established for
- Contributions to the technology
- Contributions to the Society

• The concept of criterion referenced and norm referenced awards was established.

In April of 1992, Kathleen asked Karen and Guy Wallace to assist in the further
development and refinement of the Awards System. Karen has been an NSPI member
since 1975; Guy since 1979. Both are frequent presenters at the national conferences and
local chapter meetings.

Karen and Guy have previously managed projects for the Society. In 1983, 1984, and
1985 they co-chaired the Conference Marketing Committee. In this endeavor, they
learned first hand the challenges and rewards of managing and working on projects with
an all volunteer force. They hope to capitalize on those lessons learned in their
management and conduct of this project.

PROJECf SCOPE

This project's scope is immense.

The Awards System is comprised of many subsystems/subprocesses. The successful
redesign of such a system will inherently be complicated and require careful, detailed
project management. Clarity of the scope (what is included and what is not) is critical to
overall understanding required across all of the participants involved in the effort.

The scope of the project includes:

• The analysis of the needs/desires of all of the stakeholders. This includes ...
- Defining award types, categories, and criteria
- Defining all the processes within the Awards System Architecture
- Determining how award historical data will be maintained
- Ensuring that the processes are user friendly
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• The establishment of benchmarks for
- The best-in-class products and processes (practices) to be used as criteria for

HPT interventions (both instructional and non-instructional)
- Recognition of research and publications advancing the technology (HPT)
- Recognition/appreciation of volunteerism to the Society

• The design and development of a pilot test version of the system
- Design of a systems architecture for the NSPI Awards System
- Development of all component materials and practices to be tested/evaluated

prior to and in conjunction with the 1995 conference

• The pilot testing (beginning approximately April of 1994 and concluding months
after the 1995 conference's Award Ceremony) and extensively evaluating of all
pilot test versions of all system components and practices
- Evaluations will be conducted with all stakeholder groups

• Updating the system based on the evaluation data and planning for its overall
implementation.

The scope of the project does not include the following:

• Setting NSPI strategy (long or short term)

• Creating an official list of NSPI "Treasured Members" or providing them with
any special recognition

• Continuously improving the award criteria to reflect best-in-class
- Product and process benchmarks
- Research methods
- Publications
- Volunteerism

• Planning the details of how the Society will fund and manage this effort, or other
efforts over the long r:un.

These issues, while not part of this project's scope, are seen as necessary inputs required
to properly direct the project's efforts. These inputs will be expected from either the
NSPI Board or from the Project Steering Team, appointed by the Board.

PROJECT APPROACH/pHILOSOPHY

Our overall goal is to engage as many members of the Society in the participation of the
project as is feasible. _'

To do this effectively and efficiently, we plan to

• Organize all project participants into well defined teams for an Integrated
Product Development (lPD) effort, and actively lead and manage these teams

• Create a detailed Project Plan and a set of Participant Role Position Descriptions
and Volunteer Contracts to inform and guide all project participants
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- • Structure the chain of command of these teams so that the customers or
stakeholders of the systems/processes have the greatest impact on the overall
design
- These stakeholders include the personnel required to operate the processes in

the future

• Provide both positive and negative consequences for volunteer effort and results
(processes and products) to control project schedule slippage and overall quality

• Require that all members of each of the six design/development teams live/work
in close, geographical proximity to one another in order to encourage actual team
efforts

• Select team members from a pool of volunteers solicited through a major
marketing/promotional effort early in the project; team members will be assigned
to Team Leaders based on
- Their proximity to the Team Leader
- Their expertise
- Their desires

• Utilize a formal, structured, communication process to ensure that information
flows two-way to all project participants in a timely fashion.

We will follow the creed of ... deployed imperfection rather than deferred perfection ...

If any team fails in meeting its responsibilities, the Project Management Team will be
required to step in, complete the task, deploy the appropriate information to the relevant
teams, and move on.

Teams failing in their assigned tasks, for whatever reason, will have to "live with the
work done" on their behalf and continue with it in that same vein, or be disbanded and
replaced with a new team. Appointments will be made by the Project Management Team
and Kathleen Whiteside.

PROJECf PHASES

The project is to be conducted in six phases, as follows.

[This model is an adaptation of the Svenson & Wallace, Inc. PACf Process ©, used for
project planning and management purposes for Curriculum Architecture and Custom
Course Development projects. It is used with permission.]
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Phase I: Project Planning and Kick-off

This phase of the project is crucial to getting started on the right foot. Its emphasis is on
wiring into the politics of the Society. It includes reviews with the NSPI Board,
Advocate, Sustaining and Patron representatives, and HPT Treasured Members of the
project's goals, the details of the plan, the policies/practices to be employed, and the
overall organization of all of the resources required.

Phase II: Analysis

The Analysis Phase is intended to reach out and engage as many of the Society's
members and other stakeholders as possible. The broader the participation, the better the
insight into the needs, desires, and constraints for all stakeholders.

One Analysis Team will be formed. Analysis methods will focus on

• Individual, structured phone call interviews with key sources

• A set of three written surveys
- One for the general membership
- One for their customers of HPT products and services (both internal/external

customers)
- One for local chapter officers.

Phase III: Desi~n

The Design Phase is intended to take a systems engineering approach to the redesign of
the Awards Process. An Integrated Product Development approach will be used to
engage volunteers first in the design tasks and later in the development tasks.

This approach involves two major steps; the development of Design Specs leading to the
development of Design Details-all documented to a prescribed manner. Each of the six
Design/Development Teams will be encouraged to utilize an actual team approach to the
two-step design process, and will be discouraged from attempting a "lone ranger"
approach that would most likely lead to many more integration problems.

The Project Management Team will be responsible for the overall integration of the
system in meeting the needs agreed to by the Project Steering Team.

Phase IV: Development

This phase is intended to develop the subsystem components of the NSPI Awards System
defined in the Design Phase. During this phase, the Project Management Team will not
discourage the "lone ranger" approach to dividing and conquering the work load. Team
members may elect to continue working as a team, but where it seems more practical,
teams will be encouraged to split up the development work and possibly use the team as a
review forum.
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The materials, process descriptions, and whatever else is deemed necessary to be
developed, will go through no more than two development iterations in preparation for
the creation of the final materials/etc., for the pilot test.

Phase V. Pilot Test

This phase is intended to use the 1995 Awards as the real life, field trial for the Pilot Test
version of the NSPI Awards System components. Extensive evaluations will be
conducted with all stakeholders and all Awards System participants to assess the need for
post Pilot Test revisions.

Phase VI. Revision. Release. and Implementation Plannin2

This phase is intended to update the NSPI Awards System materials and process practices
as documented in the final Revision Spec from the Pilot Test Phase. Concurrently, an
Implementation Plan will be drafted and presented to the NSPI Board and Project
Steering Team for review/critique, final approval, and resourcing.

Final Implementation will be the job of the 1996 Awards System Committee and
Chairpeople.

Phase details are presented in the Project Tasks, Assignments, and Schedule Matrices
found at the end of each Section A within each Roman numeral tab. The entire set of
matrices for all six phases is also included in the Appendix of this Project Report
document.

PROJECf TEAMS

The project will be conducted with the use of many designated Project Teams.

The use of organized, collaborating teams will allow the project to engage many more
volunteers in an systematic and efficient manner. It will provide understanding of and
buy-in to the new Awards System across a large segment of the Society, and will create
sponsors and advocates of the process. The success of the concurrent development of a
complex integrated system will require team leadership, management, and discipline.

Also, a much better end product should result from this collaboration. This collaboration
is especially important in the Design Phase where the creation of the design specs and
details will guide the development efforts.

The preliminary list of anticipated teams for the completion of the project includes the
following:

• NSPI Board

• Project Steering Team

• Project Management Team
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• NSPI Treasured Members

• Analysis Team

• Design/Development Teams
- Marketing/Promotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team*
- Evaluator Selection{fraining/Certification Team*
- Awards Presentation Team
- Awards System Stakeholder Evaluation Process

• Pilot Test Teams
- Pilot Test Evaluation Team
- Pilot Test Management Team

• Implementation Planning Team

* May need to consider more than one team, depending on number/type of awards.

The following is a graphic representation of the team hierarchy.

NSPI
Board

I

Project
Steering
Team

I
NSPI Implementation Project

Treasured Management
Members Planning Team Team

I

Design! -
Analysis Pilot Test
Team Development ~ TeamsTeams

It is hoped that members from all stakeholder groups can be recruited into the project
process and take up active roles by participating on one of these teams.

The following describes the roles and responsibilities of each of these teams.
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NSPIBoard

The Board's role is to oversee the Project Steering Team to steer the project toward
success. All project activities/decisions will be the delegated domain of the Project
Steering Team.

Project Steering Team

The Project Steering Team will be given total responsibility for the conduct of the
project.

Kathleen Whiteside is the Chairperson of this team. Kathleen will include other members
to help provide project direction consistent with overall NSPI strategies for the Society.
These members may include Board Members, Treasured Members, Advocates, and
members of the Society who are known for their ability to take on these types of
assignments and meet deadlines with high quality.

This team's primary responsibility is to review and approve all project outputs prepared
by the Project Teams. Designated outputs are described within the task responsibilities
detailed in the Project Tasks, Assignments, and Schedule Matrices-found in the
Appendix and Section A for each Roman numeral tab of this document.

Tasks of the Project Steering Team include:

• Select the ten NSPI Treasured Members by name that will be asked for input and
feedback on the project

• Provide input to the Project Management Team regarding the goals, desires and
strategies of the Society and their implications to this project (through Kathleen
Whiteside)

• Select the Analysis Team Leader and members from a list of volunteer
candidates

• Review/critique and resolve all issues, and provide direction to the Project
Management Team pertaining to ...
- Project Plan details
- Awards System/Process specifics (types, categories, etc.)
- Anything else within the domain of the project's scope

• Instigate a Volunteer Rewards and Recognition ProWm

• Approve the final Awards System and its components.

Project Mana~ement Team

The members of the Project Management Team are Karen and Guy Wallace. Their
charge is to:

• Plan and manage the project
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• Publish all findings and results (phase by phase)

• Coordinate with all Team Leaders for all team direction, feedback on team
efforts, redirections as may be needed, and schedules for all deliverables

• Create the Volunteer Contracts and negotiate all issues with the volunteers

• Assess volunteer efforts and results to determine eligibility for Volunteer
Rewards and Recognition

• Ensure overall design integrity of the many components of the overall system to
be redesigned/developed.

NSPI Treasured Members

The task of the NSPI Treasured Members is to provide input to the overall goals and
strategies of the NSPI Awards System.

Analysis Team

The Team Leader as well as the Team Members of the Analysis Team will be appointed
by the Project Steering Team from a list of volunteer candidates solicited during the
phone call interviews with the Board, and the Treasured Members, in Phase I of the
project.

The charge of the Analysis Team is to:

• Create the analysis instruments including:
- A structured phone interview guide for use with

The Board members
-- The Treasured Members
-- The Advocates

- Written surveys for publication in the Performance & Instruction Journal
Members

-- Local chapter officers
-- Customers (internal/external) of the members*

* To be copied and distributed by members and faxed back by their customers
directly to the Project Management Team.

Desi~n/Development Teams

The Design/Development Teams will be responsible for most of the work done in the
project. The preliminary view of the structure for these teams follows.

• Design/Development Teams
- MarketinglPromotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection{fraining/Certification Team
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- Awards Presentation Team
- Awards System Stakeholder Evaluation Process

Volunteers for these teams must be screened for their willingness to work and their past
histories as volunteers. Volunteers responding to the initial solicitation will be screened
and offered a Volunteer Contract specifying their role, responsibilities, tasks, time burden
estimates, and schedule for their activities.

Members of the teams must be prepared to spend the time and energy to work as a
member of a team within a team environment. Work as a "lone ranger" is more
permissible after the Design Phase when there is development work to be completed.

The Team Leaders of the Design/Development Teams will be appointed by the Project
Management Team based on the volunteers' backgrounds, experience,
availability/proximity to other volunteers.

Team Members for the Design/Development Teams will be appointed by the Project
Management Team based on the interests they expressed in their response to our
solicitation for volunteers, experience, backgrounds, recommendations/references, and
availability/proximity to a Team Leader.

These teams are the critical components to our overall success. Their assignments will
involve them in the following phases:

• Phase III: Design
- Creation of the design spec
- Creation of the design details

• Phase IV: Development
- Development of the materials and process descriptions, information, training,

etc., required
- Developmental testing/reviews conducted internally among the team members

• Phase V: Pilot Test
- Helping to prepare the actual conference committee chairs for taking over the

conduct of the awards process during the pilot test

• Phase VI: Revision, Release, and Implementation Planning
- Updating/revising all system components per the Revision Spec
- Assisting in the development of the Implementation Plan.

The charge of the Design/Development Teams is to:

• Create design specs for those components assigned to them

• Create design details for those components assigned to them

• Develop all the materials, procedures/practices, etc., from their approved design
details

• Revise (post pilot test) all materials, procedures/practices from the components
of the NSPI Awards System assigned to them
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• Participate in developing plans and then handing off and instructing all personnel
involved in the implementation efforts.

Pilot Test Teams

The Pilot Test Teams will be responsible for the management of the pilot test process and
conducting the extensive evaluations with pilot test process participants and all members
of the various stakeholder groups affected.

Currently, two teams are foreseen:

• Pilot Test Management Team
• Pilot Test Evaluation Team.

Whatever their final configuration, the charge of these teams is to:

• Plan, manage, and troubleshoot the conduct of the entire Pilot Test Process,
picking up where the development of the system materials and processes leaves
off
- Includes the communications, instruction, etc., necessary for all Pilot Test

process participants

• Conduct Pilot Test evaluations, per the evaluation strategy and
designed/developed materials and process descriptions
- Both during and after the pilot test.

Implementation Plannin~ Team

The Implementation Planning Team will be comprised of members from three groups:

• All Design/Development Team Leaders (oh\heir representative)
• The designated chairpeople of the next ye~Awards Committee
• A representative(s) from the NSPI Board.

They will meet formally for the first time during the 1995 conference to begin the initial
transfer of information and materials necessary for ongoing management of the
system/processes of the Awards System, and to begin initial planning. The real work of
this team will begin in the Post-Pilot Test Phase, Phase VI: Revision, Release, and
Implementation Planning.

This team will be a self-managed team, responsible only to the NSPI Board. The project
described herein begins its wind-down with the beginnings of this team's activities with
the exception of parallel efforts within the Phase VI: Revision and Release and
Implementation Planning task plan.

The activities that might have been conducted by either the Project Steering Team or the
Project Management Team will now be conducted by the Board, or some special team
assembled for that purpose.
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The charge of the Implementation Planning Team is to

• Develop a workable plan to transfer all Awards System information and
materials to next year's committee chairpeople.

COMMENTS BY THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM

Project Scope

This is a very ambitious project with a very short timeframe relative to the tasks at hand.
Given the complexity of the system/process and the anticipated political interest of many,
many members of the Society and other stakeholders, it is critical that all project
activities be kept to a tight schedule.

A "team approach" is to be employed. The Project Management Team (PMT) intends to
actively manage all of the project's activities and "ride herd" on all team activities via the
assigned Team Leaders.

Failure by anyone of the Design/Development Teams to produce their pre-assigned
outputs with quality and on schedule could cause the targeted scheduled pilot test, the
actual process to be employed in conducting the Awards Process for the 1995 conference,
to be missed. The same is true of all other teams including the NSPI Board.

As a result, volunteers must commit to their roles' responsibilities per a signed contract,
jointly signed by their team or team members.

• All volunteer members wijJ,--lPeetthe requirements of their assignment contract or
themselves find a volunteeNake their place (temporarily or permanently-and to
be approved by the Design/Development Team Leader).

In addition, teams must establish norms for conducting team activities and understand the
"burden" that they are signing up to undertake.

• Members unavailable for scheduled project meetings or phone calls for design,
development or review/critique sessions must provide their inputs to another
team member in advance, for consideration during the regularly scheduled event
and will not delay the process or cause the effort or participants to retrace any
previous steps.

Continuous Improvement

It must also be noted here that the concept of Process Improvement from our own
movement (HPT - Human Performance Technology), as well as the concept of
continuous improvement from the TQM movement (Total Quality Management) applies
to the new NSPI Awards System.

The version of the processes and products of the NSPI Awards System that will result
from this project will need to be continuously evaluated from the multi-perspectives of
the Society's many stakeholders. Then appropriate processes can be refined and
continuously improved.
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It should also be noted here that all of these continuous improvement efforts will
probably be best coordinated centrally. The Society must more formally manage this
process in the future due to the inherent complexity of all of the systems/processes and
the various interconnects/interactivity of the components of the NSPI Awards System.
This project will not address this or related issues in detail until the Implementation Plan
is completed in Phase VI.

Biases of the Project Mana~ement Team

The project is viewed with certain biases by the Project Management Team. In an effort
to be overt about these sentiments, the following is an attempt to delineate and describe
these concepts, fears, emotions, and prejudices, etc.

Uhe purpose of the NSPI Awards System is to serve the needs of all of the
stakeholders of HPT. The Awards System should be fair, consistent and as free
from Society politics as possible.

• In establishing the Awards System, we need to describe the "blue sky" future
state, but implement a system that conforms to the Society's constraints.

• Stakeholders of the Society in general and the Awards System in particular are
seen to include:
- NSPI National members (the customers of the Society)

The customers/clients of NSPI HPT practitioners (both internal/external)
-- This is the marketplace of and for the customers of the Society
NSPI Advocates
Local NSPI Chapters
Students in educational tracks leading them to HPT practitioner positions
Educators of students leaning toward HPT practitioner positions
NSPI Director and staff
NSPIBoard

,. qual weight must be given to all HPT interventions in determining award
types/categories
- Not only "instruction"
- Or "instruction" and "non-instruction."

• The non-instructional HPT interventions (the P in NSPI) need to be delineated
and defined for use in the project. This is POLITICAL. This will continue to be
POLITICAL. This is a major area of risk for the success of this project. But to
give credence to the notion that the Society has technologies beyond the
instructional slice of the pie requires that this be accomplished. Establishing
benchmarks about our own processes and products is what our stakeholders
really need, and this is the project to accomplish that.

• Establishing benchmarks for HPT products and processes should provide us with
a marketable set of NSPI products and become an additional source of revenue if
the Society decides to take that on.
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- Nomination Process
The nomination process should require customer involvement in
nominating the product and process for award consideration.

A simple data sheet will require customer completion and willingness
to undergo additional phone interviews and provide access to other
project participants.
The process will be administered from the national offices as the
conduit to the current award category chairperson.

- Screenin~ and Evaluation Process
For interventions, product and process history checklists will be used to
screen all nominations to eliminate those products/projects that obviously
don't meet the benchmarks for product or process requirements.
Feedback will be provided in a timely fashion to all nominated
products/projects. Specifics of where requirements were not met, what
requirements were met, and general comments will be part of the
feedback.
Evaluators will be pre-screened to ensure that a conflict of interest does
not exist for their specific evaluation assignments.

- Awards Presentation Process
Award winners will be notified prior to the conference (finalists only-not
any of the top award winners).
Recognition will be given to the product and process, or an overview of
the research or publication, or service to the Society during the conference.
Award finalists will be given an open forum at each conference to both
present their product/services, and to discuss the overall performance
situation of the customer and the approach to the conduct of the project.
Customers of the winning HPT interventions will be asked to participate
and speak about the project during the conference.
Award finalist's products will be on display, but in a controlled manner so
that items don't get stolen.

- (Pilot Test) Evaluation System
This pilot test evaluation system will be continuously improved over time
and will function as the evaluation system for assessing the needs of our
stakeholders and to continuously monitor the satisfaction of all
stakeholders regarding the NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM.

- Evaluator Selectionrrrainin~/Certification Process
Evaluators will be accepted for multi-year tours (probably three years
each)

With the exception of the first batch which will be appointed to either
one, two, or three year terms and rotated out as the annual selection
process takes over so that only 1/3 of the evaluator pool consists of
new evaluators.

The evaluator position must be promoted within the Society and without
as a position of honor and individual credibility in the category of
assignment.
Evaluators will be trained by the Society (a possible source of revenue if
the program is also used to train non-evaluators).
Evaluators must pass a certification process to be conducted by the Society
(another revenue source).
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Certified understudy evaluators will be available to replace current year
evaluators who become unavailable to fulfill their duties.

These will be members going through an apprenticeship process for
evaluators during their first year in the three-year rotation.
Evaluators might be nominated by their chapters.
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1. PHASE I: PROJECf
PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

This phase of the project is crucial to getting started on the right foot. Its emphasis is on
wiring into the politics of the Society, project planning, and organization of all of the
resources.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Determine the needs, desires, and goals of the Society's elected representatives,
NSPI Advocate representatives, and those of the highly respected individual HPT
Treasured Members in the Society

• Determine the needs, desires, and goals of all other stakeholders of the Society
(members, their customers, local chapters, etc.)

• Plan the project in sufficient detail to adequately plan for the resource
requirements and assess schedule feasibility

• Engage the Society and its members' customers (internal/external) into the
project process in a systematic and manageable manner

• Communicate the details of the project to the members

• Engage members in processes for input, feedback, and volunteering for the
tremendous workload to be spread across the project teams.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Develop a preliminary, draft project plan for review/revision by the NSPI Board
to ensure that the goals, directions, and approaches to be utilized are consistent
with those of the Society

• Conduct a review of the drafted project plan with a group of ten selected NSPI
Treasured Members, to be nominated by the Board, to ensure a political buy-in
for the approach and possibly engage some of these highly revered and highly
respected members in the project activities as Team Leaders or Team Members

v.3 - 1/93 Page 17Svenson & Wallace, Inc.



NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT

L PHASE I: PROJECT
PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

• Establish a team structure to allow participation by as many NSPI members as
feasible throughout the project

• Establish a twelve-person Project Steering Team, appointed by the Board and
delegated total responsibility, as the final arbiter of all conceptual, philosophical,
and practical approaches related to design, pilot test, or implementation issues
- With a mandate to lean toward the meeting of our customers needs above all

else in weighing the tough, complicated choices

• Finalize the project plan for kicking off the project and beginning Phase II
Analysis activities

• Recruit an NSPI Advocate organization(s) to assist with the work and expense of
project report/documentation, packaging and distribution
- Most of the work in creating master materials will be the responsibility of

each Team Leader; assistance is needed when numerous copies will be
required

• Begin publishing of a series of "End-of-Phase" articles in the Performance &
Instruction Journal as a method for keeping all Society members informed and
involved in the process (unless a better, alternative communications vehicle can
be named).
- We will use the chosen communications vehicle to both inform the project's

many stakeholders, but also to solicit feedback, via the type of fax surveys
found in the airline magazines, and solicit volunteers, again via a fax form, for
the many projects teams.

- There are many issues associated with using the Performance & Instruction
Journal for our purposes, and we are sure that they include many negatives for
the editor and staff of the Journal; we believe that possibly another alternative
can be found that allows a timely release of information to all of our
stakeholders and will provide an effective and efficient solicitation of
input/feedback and offers for volunteering from them. We will discuss this
issue with Bill Ciscarelli, Vice President - Publications.

a

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Buy-in from the membership and their customers (that the process serves their
needs)

• Buy-in from the NSPI Treasured Members

• Buy-in from the Board

• Feasibility and practicality of the Project Plan

• Buy-in from one or more NSPI Advocates, Sustainers, and Patrons to support the
Project Management Team with duplication, assembly, packaging and mailing
project reports and other substantive documents.

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. v.3 - 1/93 Page 18
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I. PHASE I: PROJECT
PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• NSPI Board
• Project Steering Team
• Project Management Team
• NSPI Treasured Members.

Project Tasks/Assi~nments/Schedule Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase.

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. v.3 - 1/93 Page 19
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM PROJECf REPORT

) )
1. PHASE I: PROJECf PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

PROJECT PHASE TASKS PST

ASSIGNMENT

KW NTM

SCHEDULE

EndNB PMT Start

I

/

/
/

PHASE I: PROJECT PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

1. Provide input to Karen and Guy Wallace regarding
• NSPI Strategic Plan details and other input reflecting the desired direction

and the various issues discussed by the Board relative to the Society in
general and the Awards System specifically

2. Draft initial Project Plan and (overhead transparency-based) Presentation and
forward to Kathleen Whiteside for a preliminary review prior to a more formal
presentation to the NSPI Board by Kathleen

3. Review Project Plan and conduct a one- to two-hour conference call to
provide feedback to Karen and Guy Wallace

4. Update the Project Plan (to v.3) and Presentation (to v.3) and forward to
Kathleen Whiteside for preparation for her presentation to the NSPI Board
(via an in-person presentation or via a conference call review of the materials)

s. Prepare for board meeting presentation ?1t.~

6. Pre~nt the plan to th( NSPI BO~itate them in some key decision
making:
• Review of call purpose/agenda
• Review of key issues to be addressed in the call
• Review/critique the Project Plan and presentation concepts and details

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

Res.ponsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

NB = NSPI Board (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members (each)

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. v.3 -1/93 Page 20
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I. PHASE I: PROJECf PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

6. Present the plan to the NSPI Board and facilitate them in some key decision
making (continued)
• Make all decisions necessary to go forward with the project including:

- Approve/review the Project Purpose Statement .
- Approve/revise the Project Approach Section
- Approving the tearn structure for the conduct of the project
- Approve/revise the Volunteer Management Strategy, which includes

-- No more than five volunteers per team
-- AII volunteers must live/work in the same area as the team leader to

ensure their ability to work together at one location to conduct the
business of the team as a team

~
~

-- Volunteers that do not meet the specified volunteer requirements for
_c"'" contribution will be eliminated from the team roles and will receive

.it( ~U . ) no recognition or rewards for their efforts
~"" _ • Approve the folIowing rewards and recognition for all qualified volunteers

t - Free registration at the 1994 conference
,f> r;~ -Special recognition at the awards banquet~~:'aJ) -Special mention and their pictures in the conference program for the
Q::/J:: - 1994 conference

<:to _. l~G't- Letter ~f thanks and appreciation from the Board to their employers or to
•.\~ whom It my concern

f\1" - Letter of thanks/appreciation to their companies if their efforts were
sponsored by their companies and

- Special mention/thanks in the 1994 and 1995 conference program

PST

ASSIGNMENT

KW NTM

SCHEDULE

EndNB PMT Start

KEY: Role Codes

NB = NSPI Board (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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I. PHASE I: PROJECf PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

NTM

SCHEDULE

I/A E

NB PST rKWJ PMT Start End

6. Present the plan to the NSPI Board and facilitate them in some key decision
making (continued)
• Identify any individuals for Team Leader candidates for Project

Management
• Identify approximately 15 individuals as candidates for the designated

NSPI Treasured Members to be included as a special resource to the
Project Management Team, and rank order them for contacting priority (for
recruiting a total team member count of no more than ten individuals)

• Identify approximately 20 individuals as candidates for the Project Steering
Team, rank order them for contacting priority (for recruiting a total team
leader/member count of no more than 12 individuals)

• Approve/revise the defined project tasks, roles/responsibilities and
schedule section as necessary

~ ~ontact ten NSPI Treasured Member designates by phone (.25 to .5 hours
~Ch) to enlist their support and specific cooperation for their defined role in

the project

8. Update the Project Plan (v.3) and Project Presentation (v.3) and forward
copies to the ten designated NSPI Treasured Members for preview prior to
general release to the membership and in preparation for Task 10

KEY: Role Codes

NB = NSPI Board (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PROJECT PHASE TASKS NB PST KW PMT NTM Start End

9. Review the project materials received in preparation for Task 10 E

10. Contact the ten designated NSPI Treasured Members by phone for feedback (9 E
regarding their review of the Project Plan and Presentation and any additional
input they have regarding the project (ten Treasured Members at 1 to 1.5
hours each)

11. Discuss all Treasured Member feedback with Kathleen Whiteside in a one- to E E
two-hour phone call and escalate any needed issues to the Board for
attention/action (then update the Project Plan to vA if necessary)-see Task
13

12. Begin the creation of the following in preparation of future phase activities E
• Phase I

- Project Team Bi-weekly Status Report (fax)-format
- Project Bi-monthly Status Report for the NSPI Board-format
- Project Participants-Volunteer Phone/Address Database
- Project Tracking System
- Project article and Fax Response form

KEY: Role Codes Responsibility Codes

NB = NSPI Board (each) E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
PST = Project Steering Team (each) S = Support Execution of Task
KW = Kathleen Whiteside R = Review and Provide Feedback
PMT = Project Management Team (each) A = Review and Revise/Approve
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members (each) I = Provide Input
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I. PHASE I: PROJECf PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

12. Begin the creation of the following in preparation of future phase activities
(continued)
• Phase II

- Volunteer solicitation package for team members
- Project overview
- Role definition and estimate of burden/schedule per team
- Contract per position (with specifics included)
- Volunteer solicitation package for team leaders

-- Project overview
-- Role definition and estimate of burden/schedule
-- Contract per position (with specifics included)

- Awards System Stakeholder Survey (fax two to four pages) for use for
all stakeholders except members' customers

- Awards System Stakeholder Survey (fax two pages) for use with our
members' customers

- Specs for Analysis Phase phone interviews with NSPI Board, Treasured
Members, Advocates (x 3)

- Team SAE packages for sending materials to the Project Management
Team

- End-of-Phase article and Fax Response form
• Phase III

- Design Spec format and completion guidelines
- Design details format and completion guidelines
- End-of-Phase article and Fax Response form

PST

ASSIGNMENT

KW NTM

SCHEDULE

End

KEY: Role Codes

NB PMT Start

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

NB = NSPI Board (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members (each)
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM PROJECf REPORT 1. PHASE I: PROJECf PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PROJECT PHASE TASKS NB PST KW PMT NTM Start End

12. Begin the creation of the following in preparation of future phase activities
(continued)
• Phase IV

- End-of-Phase ankle and Fax Response form
• Phase V

- End-of-Phase anicle and Fax Response form
• Phase VI

- End-of-Phase anicle and Fax Response form

13. Finalize the Project Plan (vA) and Presentation (vA) and forward copies for IJA E
general use and project management to
• Project Steering Team members
• Paul Tremper
• NSPI Board members
• NSPI Treasured Members
• Team Leaders (as named)

14. Draft promotional article for use in the NSPI Journal to inform the E
membership of the project's purpose, process, and participation approach to
create awareness and enlist volunteers for the conduct of the project

15. Conduct phone call review with Kathleen Whiteside and revise the draft E E
article and release to the editor of the Journal (or other communications
vehicle, yet to be determined) for publication

KEY: Role Codes Responsibility Codes

NB = NSPI Board (each) E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
PST = Project Steering Team (each) S = Support Execution of Task
KW = Kathleen Whiteside R = Review and Provide Feedback
PMT = Project Management Team (each) A = Review and Revise/Approve
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members (each) I = Provide Input
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM PROJECf REPORT 1. PHASE I: PROJECf PLANNING AND KICK-OFF

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PROJECT PHASE TASKS NB PST KW PMT NTM Start End

16. Set up Fax Reception System E

17. Publish/disseminate the article on the NSPI Awards System Redesign E
Projecl/Fax Feedback Form and the two Fax Stakeholder Survey forms (via
the method proposed/supported by the Board in Task 6

18. Set up Volunteer Registration System E

19. Register volunteers, assess their contribution capability compared to team E
needs/constraints, and assign to Design/Development Teams as Team
Leaders or Team Members

20. Create Section I.B of the Project Report and distribute per the Project Report E
Distribution List

KEY: Role Codes Responsibility Codes

NB = NSPI Board (each) E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
PST = Project Steering Team (each) S = Support Execution of Task
KW = Kathleen Whiteside R = Review and Provide Feedback
PMT = Project Management Team (each) A= Review and Revise/Approve
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members (each) I = Provide Input
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SVENSON &.WALLACE, INC.

December 23, 1992

Dear Steering Committee Member:

Welcome to the NSPI Steering Committee for the Awards System Redesign. We have
enclosed the project plan along with the names and addresses of the other committee
members.

Please take some time to review the plan. In January, Kathleen will be contacting you to
set up a conference call so that we can discuss issues, concerns and where we go from
here.

We appreciate your support and assistance.

Karen M. Wallace
Partner

KMW/dlp

Enclosure

1733 Park Street. Suite 201, Naperville. Illinois 60563 • 708/416-3323 • FAX 708/416-9770

TOTAL QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY MANAGEMENT CONSULTING



Bonnie Abney
President
Abney International
11119 Falstaff Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
707/823-4344

Dick Lincoln
Training Specialist
US Centers for Disease Control
24 Executive Park, PHPPO, E-20
Atlanta, GA 30329
404/639-1991

Ruth Ashley
Technical Writer
STAC, The Data Compression Co
5993 Avenida Encinas
Carlsbad, CA 92008
619/431-7474

Kathleen Whiteside
President
K. S. Whiteside & Associates
4427 Henley Ct.
Westlake Village, CA 91361-4306
818/889/7111

Lani Fukazawa
c/o Kathleen S. Whiteside
K. S. Whiteside & Associates
4427 Henley Ct.
Westlake Village, CA 91361-4306

MikiLane
President
MVM Communications
4795 St. Catherine Street West #203
Montreal, PQ H3Z-1S8
Canada
514/932-0691

NSPIOffice
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, DC 20005
202/408-7969
(one for Ann Mercer and one for
distribution to Officers)

Guy and Karen Wallace
Partners
Svenson & Wallace, Inc.
1733 Park Street, Suite 201
Naperville, IL 60563
708/416-3323
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Awards System
Redesign Project

Project Overview Presentation

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Project Purpose
o The purpose of this project is to redefine and restructure the NSPI Awards System to meet the needs of

NSPI Stakeholders.

The NSPI Awards System is defined to include those systems, processes, materials, practices, and people
who are involved in the following processes:

NSPI Awards System Architecture*

t
The Awards Category

The Awards and Best-in-Class
Marketing and Practices Benchmarks

Promotion Process Policy Process

t

The Nomination The Screening The Awards- ~ and Evaluation ~ Presentation•.. Process Process Process

~

The Evaluator

- Selection/Training. and Certification* Preliminary view created for initial project Process
planning purposes only

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 2
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Project Scope
o The scope of the project includes:

• The analysis of the needs/desires of all of the stakeholders; this includes ...
- Defining award types, categories, and criteria
- Defining all the processes within the Awards System Architecture
- Determining how award historical data will be maintained
- Ensuring that the processes are user friendly

• The establishment of benchmarks for
- The best-in-class products and processes (practices) to be used as criteria for HPT interventions

(both instructional and non-instructional)
- Recognition of research and publications advancing the technology (HPT)
- Recognition/appreciation of volunteerism to the Society

• The design and development of a pilot test version of the system
- Design of a systems architecture for the NSPI Awards System
- Development of all component materials and practices to be tested/evaluated prior to and in

conjunction with the 1995 conference

• The pilot testing (beginning in the spring of 1994 and concluding months after
the 1995 conference Award Ceremony) and extensively evaluating of all pilot
test versions of all system com ponents and practices
- Evaluations will be conducted with all stakeholder groups

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1193 3
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Project Scope (continued)

• Updating the system based on the evaluation data and planning for its overall
implementation.

o The scope of the project does not include the following:

• Setting NSPI strategy (long or short term)

• Creating an official list of NSPI "Treasured Members" or providing them with
any special recognition

• Continuously improving the award criteria to reflect best-in-class
- Product and process benchmarks
- Research methods
- Publications
- Volunteerism

• Planning the details of how the Society will fund and manage this effort, or
other efforts over the long run.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 4
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Project Plan

S-.-AWau.c..."
1m Put 5_ •• SYil.c 201"_n."",,,"'«~l •..nn__________ F_~_~_l~ ~-

Nalloaol Sod"y
lor

PerfonaaaceI..u.Uoa

NSPI

Project Report
Awards System

Redesign Project

.j

o A detailed project plan has been
developed to

• Communicate the plan details

• Guide the project activities

o It is anticipated that plan details for
downstream phases may be impacted
and require changes due to upstream
phase results

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project

...

Svenson & Wallace, Inc.• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 5
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Project Approach Philosophies
o Our overall goal is to engage as many members of the Society in the

participation of the project as is feasible.

o To do this effectively and efficiently, we plan to

• Organize all project participants into well defined teams for an Integrated
Product Development (IPD) effort, and actively lead and manage these teams

• Create a detailed Project Plan and a set of Participant Role Position
Descriptions and Volunteer Contracts to inform and guide all project
participants

• Structure the chain of command of these teams so that the customers or
stakeholders of the systems/processes have the greatest impact on the overall
design
- These stakeholders include the personnel required to operate the processes

in the future

• Provide both positive and negative consequences for volunteer effort and
results

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc.• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 6
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Project Approach Philosophies (continued)

• Require that all members of each of the six design/development teams
live/work in close, geographical proximity to one another in order to
encourage actual team efforts

• Select team members from a pool of volunteers; team members will be
assigned to Team Leaders based on
- Their proximity to the Team Leader
- Their expertise
- Their desires

• Utilize a formal, structured, communication process.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc.• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2-1/93 7
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o We will follow the creed of ... deployed imperfection rather than deferred
perfection ...

o If any team fails in meeting its responsibilities, the Project Management Team
will be required to step in, complete the task, deploy the appropriate
information to the relevant teams, and move on.

o Teams failing in their assigned tasks, for whatever reason, will have to "live with
the work done" on their behalf and continue with it in that same vein, or be
disbanded and replaced with a new team; appointments will be made by the
Project Management Team and Kathleen Whiteside.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 8
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NSPI Stakeholders
NSPI Stakeholders in the Awards System are defined to include the following:

• NSPI members

• NSPI local chapters

• NSPI Advocates, Sustainers, and Patrons

• NSPI Treasured Members

• NSPI Board

• Non-NSPI members working in the field (research, application, or
management)

... and last, but not least ...

• Customers (internal/external) of NSPI members
- The marketplace for instructional interventions
- The marketplace for other performance systems/human performance

technology interventions.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 9
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Project Phases

The project is to be conducted in six phases, as follows.

Phase I

Project
Planning

and Kick-off
Analysis

Revision,
Release, and

Implementatio
Planning

Design Pilot Test

[This model is an adaptation of the Svenson & Wallace, Inc. PACT Process © usedfor
project planning and management purposes for Curriculum Architecture and Custom
Course Development projects. It is used with permission.]

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc.• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 10
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Phase I: Project Planning and Kick-off
This phase of the project is crucial to getting started on the right foot. Its emphasis
is on wiring into the politics of the Society. It includes reviews with the NSPI Board,
Advocate, Sustaining and Patron representatives, and HPT Treasured Members of
the project's goals, the details of the plan, the policies/practices to be employed, and
the overall organization of all of the resources required.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc.• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 11
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Phase II: Analysis
The Analysis Phase is intended to reach out and engage as many of the Society's
members and other stakeholders as possible. The broader the participation, the
better the insight into the needs, desires, and constraints for all stakeholders.

One Analysis Team will be formed; analysis methods will focus on

• Individual, structured phone call interviews with key sources

• A set of three written surveys
- One for the general membership
- One for their customers of HPT products and services (both

internal/external customers)
- One for local chapter officers.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 -1193· 12
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Phase III: Design
The Design Phase is intended to take a systems engineering approach to the
redesign of the Awards Process. An Integrated Product Development approach will
be used to engage volunteers first in the design tasks and later in the development
tasks.

This approach involves two major steps; the development of Design Specs leading
to the development of Design Details-all documented to a prescribed manner.
Each of the six Design/Development Teams will be encouraged to utilize an actual
team approach to the two-step design process, and will be discouraged from
attempting a "lone ranger" approach that would most likely lead to many more
integration problems.

The Project Management Team will be responsible for the overall integration of the
system in meeting the needs agreed to by the Project Steering Team.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 13
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Phase IV: Development
This phase is intended to develop the subsystem components of the NSPI Awards
System defined in the Design Phase. During this phase, the Project Management
Team will not discourage the "lone ranger" approach to dividing and conquering
the work load. Team members may elect to continue working as a team, but where
it seems more practical, teams will be encouraged to split up the development work
and possibly use the team as a review forum.

The materials, process descriptions, and whatever else is deemed necessary to be
developed, will go through no more than two development iterations in preparation
for the creation of the final materials/etc., for the pilot test.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc .• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 -1193 14
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Phase V: Pilot Test
This phase is intended to use the 1995 Awards as the real life, field trial for the Pilot
Test version of the NSPI Awards System components. Extensive evaluations will be
conducted with all stakeholders and all Awards System participants to assess the
need for post Pilot Test revisions.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
Svenson & Wallace, Inc.• Naperville, Illinois· 708/416-3323 v.2 - 1/93 15
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Phase VI: Revision, Release, and Implementation
Planning

This phase is intended to update the NSPI Awards System materials and process
practices as documented in the final Revision Spec from the Pilot Test Phase.
Concurrently, an Implementation Plan will be drafted and presented to the NSPI
Board and Project Steering Team for review/critique, final approval, and.resourcmg,

Final Implementation will be the job of the 1996 Awards System Committee and
Chairpeople.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Project Teams
The following is a graphic representation of the team hierarchy.

NSPI
Board

Project
Steering

Team

I
NSPI Implementation

Project
Treasured ManagementPlanning Team
Members Team

I
I

I
I

I I-
Analysis

Design/ f-
Pilot Test

Development -
Team - TeamsTeams - -

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles
o NSPIBoard

The Board's role is to oversee the Project Steering Team to steer the project
toward success. All project activities/decisions will be the delegated domain of
the Project Steering Team.

o Project Steering Team

The Project Steering Team will be given total responsibility for the conduct of
the project.

This team's primary responsibility is to review and approve all project outputs
prepared by the Project Teams. Designated outputs are described within the
task responsibilities detailed in the Project Tasks, Assignments, and Schedule
Matrices-found in the Appendix and Section A for each Roman numeral tab of
the project plan.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o NSPI Treasured Members

The task of the NSPI Treasured Members is to provide input to the overall goals
and strategies of the NSPI Awards System.

o Analysis Team

The charge of the Analysis Team is to:

• Create the analysis instruments including:
- A structured phone interview guide for use with

-- The Board members
-- The Treasured Members
-- The Advocates

- Written surveys for publication in the Performance & Instruction Journal
-- Members
-- Local chapter officers
-- Customers (internal/external) of the members*

* To be copied and distributed by members andfaxed back by their customers directly to the Project
Management Team

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Design/Development Teams

The Design/Development Teams will be responsible for most of the work done in
the project. The preliminary view of the structure for these teams follows.

• Design/Development Teams
- Marketing/Promotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team
- Awards System Stakeholder Evaluation Process

• These teams are the critical components to our overall success. Their
assignments will involve them in the following phases:
- Phase III: Design

Creation of the design spec
-- Creation of the design details

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

- Phase IV: Development
Development of the materials and process descriptions, information,
training, etc., required
Developmental testing/reviews conducted internally among the team
members

- Phase V: Pilot Test
Helping to prepare the actual conference committee chairs for taking
over the conduct of the awards process during the pilot test

- Phase VI: Revision, Release, and Implementation Planning
Updating/revising all system components per the Revision Spec

-- Assisting in the development of the Implementation Plan.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

The charge of the Design/Development Teams is to:

• Create design specs for those components assigned to them

• Create design details for those components assigned to them

• Develop all the materials, procedures/practices, etc., from their approved
design details

• Revise (post pilot test) all materials, procedures/practices from the
components of the NSPI Awards System assigned to them.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Project Management Team

The members of the Project Management Team are Karen and Guy Wallace.
Their charge is to:

• Plan and manage the project

• Participate in developing plans and then handing off and instructing all
personnel involved in the implementation efforts.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Pilot Test Teams

The Pilot Test Teams will be responsible for the management of the pilot test
process and conducting the extensive evaluations with pilot test process
participants and all members of the various stakeholder groups affected.

Currently, two teams are foreseen:

• Pilot Test Management Team
• Pilot Test Evaluation Team.

Whatever their final configuration, the charge of these teams is to:

• Plan, manage, and troubleshoot the conduct of the entire Pilot Test Process,
picking up where the development of the system materials and processes
leaves off
- Includes the communications, instruction, etc., necessary for all Pilot Test

process participants

• Conduct Pilot Test evaluations, per the evaluation strategy and
designed/developed materials and process descriptions
- Both during and after the pilot test.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Implementation Planning Team

The Implementation Planning Team will be comprised of members from three
groups:

• All Design/Development Team Leaders (or their representative)
• The designated chairpeople of the next years Awards Committee
• A representative(s) from the NSPI Board.

They will meet formally for the first time during the 1995 conference to begin the
initial transfer of information and materials necessary for ongoing management
of the system/processes of the Awards System, and to begin initial planning. The
real work of this team will begin in the Post-Pilot Test Phase, Phase VI:
Revision, Release, and Implementation Planning.

This team will be a self-managed team, responsible only to the NSPI Board. The
project described herein begins its wind-down with the beginnings of this team's
activities with the exception of parallel efforts within the Phase VI: Revision and
Release and Implementation Planning task plan.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

The activities that might have been conducted by either the Project Steering Team
or the Project Management Team will now be conducted by the Board, or some
special team assembled for that purpose.

The charge of the Implementation Planning Team will be to

• Develop a workable plan to transfer all Awards System information and
materials to next year's committee chairpeople.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Preliminary Awards System "Architecture"

'r
The Awards Category

and Best-in-Class
The Awards Practices Benchmarks

Marketing and Policy Process
Promotion Process

t
The Nomination The Screening The Awards- -.- and Evaluation ~ Presentation•. Process

Process Process

+
The Evaluator- Selection/Training~ and Certification

Process
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Marketing/Promotional Process*
This process will both market the awards to solicit nominations for the award
categories and provide recognition for all winners, potentially including ...

• Press releases to local papers, company communications departments, national
magazines, and press

• Articles in an annual publication dedicated to the awards and the winners

• Articles about the award benchmarks

• Articles about the winning products and project histories (how did they do it,
what was the situation, etc.)

• Publication used to promote the Society to executive management of human
resources and quality efforts.

* Preliminary concepts

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Nomination Process*
The nomination process should require customer involvement in nominating the
product and process for award consideration.

• A simple data sheet will require customer completion and willingness to
undergo additional phone interviews and provide access to other project
participants.

• The process will be administered from the national offices as the conduit to the
current award category chairperson.

* Preliminary concepts
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Screening and Evaluation Process*
• For interventions, product and process history checklists will be used to screen

all nominations to eliminate those products/projects that obviously don't meet
the benchmarks for product or process requirements.

• Feedback will be provided in a timely fashion to all nominated
products/projects. Specifics of where requirements were not met, what
requirements were met, and general comments will be part of the feedback.

• Evaluators will be pre-screened to ensure that a conflict of interest does not exist
for their specific evaluation assignments.

* Preliminary concepts
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A wards Presentation Process*
• Award winners will be notified prior to the conference (finalists only-not any

of the top award winners).

• Recognition will be given to the product and process, or an overview of the
research or publication, or service to the Society during the conference.

• Award finalists will be given an open forum at each conference to both present
their product/services, and to discuss the overall performance situation of the
customer and the approach to the conduct of the project.

• Customers of the winning HPT interventions will be asked to participate and
speak about the project during the conference.

• Award finalist's products will be on display, but in a controlled manner so that
items don't get stolen.

* Preliminary concepts
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Evaluation Process*
This pilot test evaluation system will be continuously improved over time and will
function as the evaluation system for assessing the needs of our stakeholders and to
continuously monitor the satisfaction of all stakeholders regarding the NSPI
AWARDS SYSTEM.

* Preliminary concepts
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Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Process*
• Evaluators will be accepted for multi-year tours (probably three years each)

- With the exception of the first batch which will be appointed to either one,
two, or three year terms and rotated out as the annual selection process takes
over so that only 1/3 of the evaluator pool consists of new evaluators.

• The evaluator position must be promoted within the Society and without as a
position of honor and individual credibility in the category of assignment.

• Evaluators will be trained by the Society (a possible source of revenue if the
program is also used to train non-evaluators).

• Evaluators must pass a certification process to be conducted by the Society
(another revenue source).

• Certified understudy evaluators will be available to replace current year
evaluators who become unavailable to fulfill their duties.
- These will be members going through an apprenticeship process for

evaluators during their first year in the three-year rotation.
- Evaluators might be nominated by their chapters.

* Preliminary concepts
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT II. PHASE II: ANALYSIS

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAll.,s

Overview

The Analysis Phase is intended to reach out and engage as many of the Society's
members and other stakeholders as possible. It will be more difficult in later phases to
engage the membership in anything more than superficial read outs of what's happening.
It is here that we must broaden participation for a better insight into the needs, desires,
and constraints for all stakeholders.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Conduct an analysis of the needs of the stakeholders related to the NSPI Awards
Process

• Generate a straw model of the Awards System (awards-the products and the
processes) including initial concepts of the categories for awards, the evaluation
benchmarks or criteria to be used, and some very high level design specs for the
overall process mechanics of the system (nominations, evaluations, award
presentations, etc.)

• Compile the data into an Analysis Report for distribution to the Project Steering
Team and all eventual Team Leaders for the various Design/Development Teams

• Publish the End-of-Phase article in the Performance & Instruction Journal of the
preliminary findings to generate reactions from the membership prior to
launching into Phase III design activities

• Design/restructure the teams for all design/development activities and update the
Project Plan as necessary.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Conducting phone interviews and project plan reviews with
- Members of the NSPI Board
- Designated NSPI Treasured Members
- Representatives of NSPI Advocate, Patron and Sustaining member

organizations
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECf REPORT II. PHASE II: ANALYSIS

~1 • Conducting written (fax) surveys with
- NSPI members
- Customers of NSPI members
- Local chapter officer representatives

Assessment of the data by a designated Analysis Team, documentation of their
findings and creation of the prelimin!![y high level design requirements,
including ...
- Award categories, types, titles concepts
- Award nomination system concepts

Screening and evaluation system concepts
- Evaluator selection, training, and certification system concepts
- Awards presentation system concepts
- Awards marketing and promotional system concepts

• Publication of the results of the analysis efforts in the Performance & Instruction
Journal to generate member reaction along with a request for any feedback via
fax.

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Percentage of participation for each of the stakeholder groups

• Reaction to the analysis methods used for this phase by all stakeholders

• Acceptance of both the preliminary findings and preliminary design requirements
by the stakeholder groups (feedback to be solicited via fax)

• Timely completion of the preliminary findings and preliminary design
requirements.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team
• Project Management Team
• Analysis Team
• NSPI Treasured Members.

Project Tasks/Assi~nments/Schedule Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS NTMPMT

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

EndPST AT PI Ed Start

PHASE II: ANALYSIS

1. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Prepare/finalize draft analysis methods/materials
• Phone interview instructions, script, and survey instrument for use with

- Treasured Members
- Advocates, Patrons, Sustainers, and their customers
- Local Chapter Officers
- NSPI Board members
- Project Steering Team members

• Two Stakeholder Survey formats (for publication in theNSPI Journal) to
be returned by fax
- For the general membership
- For customers of the general membership

3. Prepare analysis database to facilitate the capture and reporting of all data to
be collected

4. Set up fax reception system and database population system

5. Conduct phone interviews with
• NSPI Board members
• NSPI Treasured Members
• Local Chapter Officer (one representative per chapter)

I/A E

E

E

E

E

KEY: Role Codes Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
AT = Analysis Team (each)
PI Ed = P & I Editor
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS PMT

ASSIGNMENT I SCHEDULE

PST AT PI Ed NTM Start End

6. Publish fax surveys in the Journal

7. Assess all data from the analysis efforts
• Individually and collectively as a team

8. Create preliminary design concepts and criteria for the NSPI Awards System

9. Create Section II.B of the Project Report and distribute per the Project Report
Distribution List

10. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax Feedback Form for
publication in theNSPl Journal to inform the membership of the activities,
participants, and results of the phase, plus next steps for the next phase and
solicit feedback from all stakeholders

KEY: Role Codes

S

E

E

S

E

E

S

S

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
AT = Analysis Team (each)
PI Ed = P & I Editor
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECf REPORT III. PHASE III: DESIGN

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

The Design Phase is intended to take a systems engineering approach to the design of the
various components for this highly interactive Awards System.

Phase I

.;.:.;.;.;,:::,;.;.:.;.;.;.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Create preliminary design specifications for both the overall system and all of the
individual NSPI Awards System components for review/critique by the Project
Steering Team

• Create detailed designs for all of the NSPI Awards System components as inputs
to Phase IV efforts

• Update the Project Plan as necessary

• Publish the End-of-Phase article in the Performance & Instruction Journal of the
design details to generate reactions from the membership prior to launching into
Phase IV Development activities.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Assigning Team Leaders and Team Volunteers to the Design/Development
Teams
- All members of a team will come from the same geographical area so that they

might work together as teams rather than as "lone rangers" in creating design
specs and details

- Later, in developing materials, they can work more individually after they
have jointly created enough design detail to better ensure a success in
integrating the many processes into a workable pilot test

• Design/Development Teams working together to generate design specs and
design details

• Using of the Project Steering Team for review/critique and revision specification
development
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT III. PHASE III: DESIGN

• Publishing phase results in an End-of-Phase article for the Performance &
Instruction Journal (feedback to be solicited via fax).

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Acceptance of both the design spec and the detailed designs by the Project
Steering Team (two draft maximum)

• Acceptance of the design details by members (feedback to be solicited via fax)

• Timely completion of the design specs for integration review

• Timely completion of the design details for final review/critique

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team

• Project Management Team

• Design/Development Teams
- MarketinglPromotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection{fraining/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team

• Pilot Test Evaluation Team.

Project Tasks/Assi&nments/Schedule Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS PMT
ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

DTL DTM Start

PHASE III: DESIGN

1. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Set up final Design/Development Team structure (modify initial team structure as
needed due to new insights/needs as determined in the Analysis Phase) and
contact/recruit new/change assignments of Design/Development Team Leaders as
required to match updated structure of teams

3. Prepare a straw model of the NSPI Awards System Architecture including the following
types of architectural components (the following is a pre-project view of the systems
architecture of the subsystems/processes):
• Awards Structure and Best-in-Class Benchmark Process
• Marketing/Promotional Process
• Administrative Record Keeping System
• Nomination Process
• Screening and Evaluation Process
• Evaluator Selection{fraining/Certification Process
• Award Presentation Process
• (Pilot Test) Awards System Stakeholder Satisfaction Evaluation System
• Specs for the Specs

4. Forward (fax) the preliminary/straw model of the NSPI Awards System Architecture to
all members of the Project Steering Team (PST) for their review and critique prior to
and in preparation for a joint conference call with all members available

KEY: Role Codes

l/A

E

E

E

Reswnsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS DTMPMT

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

DTL Start

5. Review the project materials received in preparation for Task 6

6. Conduct a two- to three-hour conference call with all available members of the PST to
discuss and revise the preliminary design straw model which will be used as
input/guidelines to the Design Teams)

7. Update the preliminary design straw model, preliminary definitions of the NSPI Awards
System Architecture, and spec formats, and forward (fax) to the Design/Development
Team Leaders along with specific instructions for completing the Design Phase
activities (in a manner to facilitate the effective, integrated development approach being
concurrently conducted across multiple Design/Development Teams)

8. Review the project materials received and distribute to the Design/Development Team
members

9. Review the project materials received

10. Meet to plan the work (team kick-off)

11. Meet as a team to create an initial. preliminary/draft Design Spec. and forward (fax) the
prescribed outputs to the Project Management Team (PMT) for their review/critique and
integration efforts

KEY: Role Codes

E

S

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E

E

E

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS DTMPMT

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PST

E

DTL Start End

12. Conduct additional data gathering as needed with _
• Define process steps
• Define completion criteria
• Describe system deliverables (e.g., manuals, forms, etc.)

13. Review the inputted Design Specs, analyze for integration issues and
consistency/continuity, and create documented review critiques for each team leader
regarding their teams' input (the initial design spec), including both the change
requirements and the rationale for the changes (integration issue, etc.) and forward (fax)
to each Design/Development Team Leader for their review in preparation for creating
the design details

14. Review the project materials received, and distribute to the Design/Development Team
members

15. Conduct a conference call to discuss the inputs as a team and call the Project
Management Team co-chairs with any questions/comments/concerns related to any of
the project materials received, of any member/leader of any team, to discuss/clarify the
issues and alternatives as seen by the team

16. Meet as a team to draft the Design Details and forward (fax) all prescribed team outputs
to the Project Management Team for review!critique and final integration
efforts/analysis of the overall design

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E

S

S

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS DTM

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PST PMT DTL Start End

17. Conduct final integration of the design and forward (fax) any revision directions to the
Design/Development Team Leaders

18. Conduct a conference phone call with all the team members to review feedback from
the Project Management Team and provide specific redirection prior to meeting to
complete the detailed design spec in Task 19

19. Meet as a team to complete the final Design Details per the feedback received in
Task 18 and forward (fax) all updated, prescribed team outputs to the Project
Management Team

20. Conduct final integration activities for all component designs of the NSPI Awards
System

2l. Create Section III.B of the Project Report and distribute per the Project Report
Distribution List

22. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax Feedback Form for publication in the
NSPI Journal to inform the membership of the activities, participants, and results of the
phase, plus next steps for the next phase and solicit feedback from all stakeholders

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

S

S

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT IV. PHASE IV: DEVELOPMENT

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

This phase is intended to develop the subsystem components of the NSPI Awards
System, per the design details generated, amended and approved, in the previous phase.
It is during this phase where the Project Management Team will not discourage the "lone
ranger" approach to dividing and conquering the work load. Team members may elect to
continue working as a team, but where it seems more practical, teams are encouraged to
split up the work and use the team as a review forum.

The materials, process descriptions and whatever else is deemed necessary to be
developed, will go through no more than two development iterations in preparation for
the creation of the final materials/etc., for the pilot test.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Develop workable materials and process descriptions that will enable a
successful pilot test use and evaluation for all of the systems/processes of the
NSPI Awards System

• Conduct a pre-pilot test (developmental test) of the materials and process
description with members of their own team

• Conduct a final review of the integrated components developed and provide final
redirection to teams

• Define pilot test requirements.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Self-managed Design/Development Teams will create/develop based on their
own previously reviewed/approved design details

• Integration reviews of all components of the System will be conducted by the
Project Management Team.
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Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Evaluation results from the pilot test from the perspectives of all system/process
participants and stakeholders

• Team and team member morale

• Team output timeliness and quality of output

• Integratability of all team outputs.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team
• Project Management Team
• Design/Development Teams

- Marketing/Promotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection(fraining/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team
- Pilot Test Evaluation Team.

Project Tasks/Assi~nments/schedule Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

EndPST

I/A

PMT I D/DTL IDIDTM I Start

PHASE IV: DEVELOPMENT

1. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Create a Development Components Documentation Guidelines (DCDG) for use by the
DID Teams and forward (fax) to the Design/Development Team Leaders. The DCDG
is intended to provide guidance in conducting all team development activities and to
control the outputs of their efforts including specific guidance on:
• What to document

- Process map
- Procedures
- Output formats
- Input formats
- Other instruments

• "How to document" instruction and examples (very. very rough)
• Process for change review/approval

3. Review the DCDG received and distribute to the DID Team Members for their review
in preparation for their role in Task 5

4. Review the project materials received in preparation for Task 5

5. Conduct a conference call (or meet as a team) with all team members to discuss the
DCDG and its impact/implication to the next steps/work of the team/team members.
Inform the PMT of any issues impacting the team' s assignment

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

S

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DIDTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
DIDTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

E

PMT D/DTL D/DTM Start

6. Provide fax instructions to each D/D Team to authorize their start of development
activities, including any last redirection/change instructions or details to the last Design
Details

7. Plan Development Phase work with team
• Process
• Schedule
• Roles

8. Develop the various components of the NSPI Awards System (drafts of the system
component) as assigned per the approved/final Design Details and DCDG, and forward
(mail) the proscribed team outputs to the Project Management Team for their
review/integration/critique and development of feedback. There are recognized
alternative approaches to conducting this task at the teams' discretion. The team can
elect to
a. Continue to perform all team work as a collective team rather than as individuals.

This will require time to be spent together as a team
b. Conduct all team work as individuals developing their own pieces of the "pie"

within the guidelines established and provided
- This will perhaps require a team review of all drafts and final materials prior to

shipping off to the Project Management Team
c. The team can work out a process employing a little of each of the above approaches

as long as team members agree unanimously (otherwise it will probably not work
out as planned)

KEY: Role Codes

E

Responsibility CodeS

E

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

9. Review the preliminary first drafts of the system components for design
system/architecture integrity and continuity with all other system components being
developed concurrently, and document review critiques (design configuration changes
and specific change requirements)

10. Forward/fax design configuration and specific change requirements to each of the
Design/Development Team Leaders. Call the DID Team Leader(s) with details if
necessary.

11. Review the feedback received and distribute to all Team Members for their review

12. Review the project materials received

13. Conduct a phone call with all Team Members to discuss the feedback and its
impact/implications to the outputs of the team. Agree on the following:
• What work/rework has to be accomplished, by whom, and by when
• When and how it will be turned over to the Team Leader for assembly, final

documentation in preparation for sending in to the Project Management Team
• At what midpoint in the overall team schedule that the Team Leader will follow up

with each member to assess progress

14. Collect all Team Member outputs (second drafts), check for completion and adherence
to feedback and change requirements, complete/update as needed, and forward (mail)
all proscribed outputs of the system components to the PMT for their integration review
and critique efforts

ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

E

E

S

E

PMT I D/DTL ID/DTM I Start

KEY: Role Codes

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DIDTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = DesignjDevelopment Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

15. Conduct final integration review/analysis of total system and all individual system
components to ensure final, overall design integrity (for the purposes of the pilot test).
Determine any and all changes required. Complete and document all change
requirements/general feedback and forward (fax) to the DID Team Leaders.

16. Review the project materials received and distribute to the DID Team Members

17. Review the project materials recei ved

18. Try out/walk through/development test of system

19. Conduct a phone call with Team Members to discuss the feedback and its
impact/implications to the outputs of the team. Agree on the following:
• Third draft (fmal draft) completion strategies, tactics, assignments, and schedule

20. Update system component materials per the feedback/directives of the Project
Management Team and the agreements reached and forward (mail) to the Project
Management Team all proscribed outputs

KEY: Role Codes

ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

PST

E

E

PMT D/DTL D/DTM Start

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E

S

E

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

End

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
DIDTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PST

E

E

PMT D/DTL D/DTM Start End

21. Review all materials received and either ...
• Request any final development tweaks of the DID Teams necessary to prepare the

final Pilot Test version of all system components, produce all Pilot Test system
components for use in the Pilot Test

-OR-
• Make the changes and communicate (fax.) those changes to the DID Team Leader for

communication to the Team Members

22. Create the preliminary draft of Section IV.B of the Project Report and distribute per the
Project Report Distribution List

23. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax. Feedback Form for publication in the
NSPI Journal to inform the membership of the activities, participants, and results of the
phase, plus next steps for the next phase and solicit feedback from all stakeholders

KEY: Role Codes

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DIDTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
DIDTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

This phase is intended to use the 1995 Awards as the real-life, field trial for the Pilot Test
version of the NSPI Awards System components. Evaluations will be conducted with all
stakeholders and all Awards System participants to assess the need for revisions.

Phase I

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Implement the newly developed NSPI Awards System for the purposes of
evaluation
- Including providing information and training/instruction to all process

participants to ready them for their role in the pilot test

• Conduct extensive evaluations of the new pilot test system and processes with all
system/process participants and all other stakeholders

• Assess and document the Revision Requirements implicated by the evaluation
results

• Review and finalize the revision recommendation and create Revision Specs for
use by the Design!Development Teams in revising their components

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Design!Development Teams will be responsible for the information and
instruction of all Pilot Test Team members (their structure will be determined in
the Phase III: Design activities) in preparation for the pilot test

• The Pilot Test Management Team will conduct their activities in a manner
similar to the way it has been done historically (they will include those
teams/subcommittees of the current Awards Committee for the 1995 conference)
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• The Pilot Test Evaluation Team will be dedicated to the evaluation of the pilot
test with all participants and stakeholders
- Methods for evaluation were prescribed in the Design Phase and developed in

the Development Phase
- This team will implement the specific evaluation methodologies, document all

the data, assess the data, document evaluation results or findings, and create
the Revision Recommendations as input to the Project Steering Team.

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Informal comments received related to the new system/process

• Reactions from all process participants related to the practicality, efficiency, and
effectiveness of the process tested

• Reactions from all other stakeholders related to their needs being met or not

• Acceptance of the Revision Recommendations by the Project Steering Team

• Acceptance of the stakeholders to the final Revision Specs.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team

• Project Management Team

• Design!Development Teams
Marketing Promotional Process Team

- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team

• Pilot Test Teams
- Pilot Test Management Team
- Pilot Test Evaluation Team

Project Tasks/Assi~nments/Schedlile Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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V. PHASE V: PILOTTEST

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

E

PST PMT I DIDTL ID/DTM I PTMT I PTET I Start

SCHEDULE

KW

E

End

PHASE V: PILOT TEST

I. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Obtain all assignment data regarding chair
responsibilities for all committees/teams for the Pilot
Test during the Awards process for the 1994 conference.
This Pilot Test is to be conducted by the normal
committee approach with assignments to these positions
made in the routine manner; committee chairs and
subcomminee chairs will have the responsibilities of
carrying out the Award processes as a Pilot Test via
implementing all of the new processes created for the
Pilot Test

3. Contact and communicate (fax) the project status to
these appointees and announce intent to forward (mail)
to them all the appropriate materials for their portion of
the Awards System so that they might review and
prepare for Task 7

4. Review all project materials received and distribute to
all committee members for their review and critique

5. Review project materials received

KEY: Role Codes

E

l/A

R

E

R

E

E

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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)
V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

)

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PROJECT PHASE TASKS KW PST PMT DIDTL DIDTM PTMT PTET Start End

6. Collect all critiques, comments, questions from the Pilot E S
Test Management Team members

7. Conduct a conference phone call with all committee S E E
heads and other Pilot Test Team Leaders to cover the
questions, comments, and concerns of the current
Awards Comminee chairs and members; make any
decisions pertinent and document

8. Report (fax) all issues and resolutions to the Project E E
Management Team (FYI)

9. Implement all Awards Processes as designed and E
developed for the Pilot Test

10. Assist in the implementation as requested/required E

KEY: Role Codes

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

E

PST PMT D/DTL D/DTM PTMT PTET Start

SCHEDULE

KW

S E

End

11. Escalate any implementation issues of the Awards
Committee Chairs for decision or further escalation to
both the Project Management Team and/or to the
appropriate Design/Development Team Leaders
• Prepare the following background for any escalation

- Issue statement (problem or opportunity)
- Alternatives to address issue
- Recommended change and rationale
- Result(s) anticipated from the status quo
- Result(s) anticipated from the recommended change
- Any other related information/issues that can be

foreseen

12. Document all issues addressed and their resolutions and
forward (fax) to the PMT

13. Implement agreed changes or continue implementation
as originally planned

14. Conduct all Pilot Test evaluations (after the 1994
conference) with all participants closely involved with
the piloted process, and document
• Per the Pilot Test System designed and developed in

earlier phases
• Both during and after the conference

KEY: Role Codes

S

A S

PTMT:::: Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET ::::Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E:::: Execute Task/Lead Effort
S:::: Support Execution of Task
R:::: Review and Provide Feedback
A:::: Review and Revise/Approve
I ::::Provide Input

KW ::::Kathleen Whiteside
PST ::::Project Steering Team (each)
PMT ::::Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL ::::Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM ::::Design/Development Team Members (each)
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ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PROJECT PHASE TASKS KW PST PMT DIDTL D/DTM PTMT PTET Start End

15. Compile/document all Pilot Test data and distribute to E
the members of the Pilot Test Team for their review in
preparation of Task 17

16. Assess all evaluation data as received E

17. Meet as a team to discuss all evaluation data, all E
assessments of that data, and create Revision
Recommendations for consideration by the Project
Steering Team (in creating the final Revision Specs)

18. Document those revision Recommendations and create E
the Pilot Test Report per the proscribed format and
forward (mail) to the Project Management Team

19. Duplicate, package, and ship the Pilot Test Report and E
the Revision Recommendations to the Project Steering
Team for their review and assessment

20. Review the project materials received E E

KEY: Role Codes Responsibility Codes

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

PMT I DIDTL I DIDTM I PTMT I PTET I Start

SCHEDULE

KW PST End

21. Conduct a three- to four-hour conference call with the
Project Steering Team to review the Revision
Recommendations in respect to the overall Pilot Test
results, and finalize the Revision Recommendations into
Revision Specs for use in the fmal phase of the project

22. Document the Revision Specs and forward 10 the Project
Steering Team

23. Review the received Revision Specs and assess any
issues related to the overall integration of the System

24. Conduct a conference call to discuss

25. Document and forward the fmal Revision Specs to the
appropriate Design/Development Team Leaders for use
in Phase VI

26. Compile all phase outputs and create Section V.B of the
Project Report and distribute per the Project Report
Distribution List

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

S S

E

E

E

E

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

PST PMT I D/DTL IDIDTM I PTMT I PTET I Start

SCHEDULE

KW

E

End

27. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax
Feedback Form for publication in theNSPI Journal to
inform the membership of the activities, participants,
and results of the phase, plus next steps for post project
continuation, and solicit feedback from all stakeholders;
all fmal feedback to be provided to the Board for further
consideration

KEY: Role Codes

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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VI. PHASE VI: REVISION, RELEASE,
AND IMPLEMENTATION

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

This phase is intended to update the NSPI Awards System materials and processes as
documented in the final Revision Spec from Phase V. Concurrently, an Implementation
Plan will be drafted and presented to the NSPI Board and Project Steering Team for
review/critique, final approval, and resourcing.

Final Implementation will be the job of the 1996 Awards System Committee and
Chairpeople.

Phase I

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Revise the materials and process descriptions (etc.) per the Revision Spec

• Create a viable Implementation Plan with participation by the next years
conference committee chairs from the Awards Committee

• Turn over all project outputs to a central control point for future reference and
use by the A wards Committees.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Create a central control point within the Society for long-term management of
the new Awards System

• Draft a preliminary Implementation Plan for review/critique and finalization by
next year's Awards System Committee Chairpeople

• During the 1995 conference, conduct a meeting with all assigned Awards System
Committee Chairpeople to begin the transfer of information and materials to
those individuals who will be responsible for next year's process, and then in this
phase, continue and complete that effort.
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VI. PHASE VI: REVISION, RELEASE,
AND IMPLEMENTATION

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Quality, completeness and timeliness of all of the revisions

• Smoothness of all handoffs to the next year's responsible committee chairs

• Ongoing success of the new system and the ease of continuous improvement
efforts.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team

• Project Management Team

• Design!Development Team Leaders/Members
- Marketing!Promotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team
- Pilot Test Management Team
- Pilot Test Evaluation Team

• Implementation Planning Team.

PrQject Tasks/Assi(!nments/Scheduie Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

KW PMT D/DTL D/DTMPST IPT Start End

PHASE VI: REVISION, RELEASE, AND IMPLEMENT AnON

I. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Conduct all revision activities as directed by the Revision Specs
and forward the fmal versions of all relevant project outputs to the
Project Management Team for a final quality and integration
review

3. Forward all NSPI Awards System components and materials, etc.,
to a designated individual responsible for the implementation and
integration into NSPI processes (at NSPI national headquarters)

4. Create a detailed Implementation Plan and forward copies to the
Project Steering Team for review in preparation for a conference
call to critique and finalize the plan

5. Conduct a conference call with all available members of the project
Steering Team to finalize the implementation plan and assign
responsibilities for all implementation activities/tasks

6. Create Section VI.B of the Project Report and distribute per the
Project Report Distribution List

KEY: Role Codes

S S

E

E

s

E

E E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside IPT = Implementation Planning Team (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

KW

E

E

PST PMT I D/DTL I D/DTM I IPT Start End

7. Draft and publish an End of Project Article/Fax Feedback Form for
publication in theNSPI Journalus inform the membership of the
activities, participants, and results of the phase, plus next steps for
post project activities (primarily an overview of the
Implementation Plan) and solicit feedback from all stakeholders

8. Implement team volunteer recognition and reward system (agreed
to and developed in an earlier phase)

9. Disband the project and forward (mail) all project documentation
to the national office

KEY: Role Codes

E

KW = Kathleen Whiteside IPT = Implementation Planning Team (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/D1L = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)

Reswnsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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PHASE I: Project Planning and Kick-Off
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM REDESIGN PROJECT
PHASE II: Analysis

2. Prepare/finalize
draft analysis

methods/materials

1. Update Project Plan
for this phase as

needed

4. Set up fax
reception system and
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systemPST
PMT

PIEd

3. Prepare analysis
database to facilitate

the capture and
reporting of all data to

be collected

PMT
AT

5. Conduct
interviews

- NSPI Board1------4- NSPI Tress
- Local Chap'
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AT
PiEd
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PHASE III: Design
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Phase III: Design
The Design Phase is intended to take a systems engineering approach to the
redesign of the Awards Process. An Integrated Product Development approach will
be used to engage volunteers first in the design tasks and later in the development
tasks.

This approach involves two major steps; the development of Design Specs leading
to the development of Design Details-all documented to a prescribed manner.
Each of the six Design/Development Teams will be encouraged to utilize an actual
team approach to the two-step design process, and will be discouraged from
attempting a "lone ranger" approach that would most likely lead to many more
integration problems.

The Project Management Team will be responsible for the overall integration of the
system in meeting the needs agreed to by the Project Steering Team.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Phase IV: Development
This phase is intended to develop the subsystem components of the NSPI Awards
System defined in the Design Phase. During this phase, the Project Management
Team will not discourage the "lone ranger" approach to dividing and conquering
the work load. Team members may elect to continue working as a team, but where
it seems more practical, teams will be encouraged to split up the development work
and possibly use the team as a review forum.

The materials, process descriptions, and whatever else is deemed necessary to be
developed, will go through no more than two development iterations in preparation
for the creation of the final materials/etc., for the pilot test.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Phase V: Pilot Test
This phase is intended to use the 1995 Awards as the real life, field trial for the Pilot
Test version of the NSPI Awards System components. Extensive evaluations will be
conducted with all stakeholders and all Awards System participants to assess the
need for post Pilot Test revisions.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Phase VI: Revision, Release, and Implementation
Planning

This phase is intended to update the NSPI Awards System materials and process
practices as documented in the final Revision Spec from the Pilot Test Phase.
Concurrently, an Implementation Plan will be drafted and presented to the NSPI
Board and Project Steering Team for review/critique, final approval, and.resourcmg,

Final Implementation will be the job of the 1996 Awards System Committee and
Chairpeople.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Project Teams
The following is a graphic representation of the team hierarchy.

NSPI
Board

Project
Steering

Team

I
NSPI Implementation

Project
Treasured ManagementPlanning Team
Members Team
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Design/ f-
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Team Roles
o NSPIBoard

The Board's role is to oversee the Project Steering Team to steer the project
toward success. All project activities/decisions will be the delegated domain of
the Project Steering Team.

o Project Steering Team

The Project Steering Team will be given total responsibility for the conduct of
the project.

This team's primary responsibility is to review and approve all project outputs
prepared by the Project Teams. Designated outputs are described within the
task responsibilities detailed in the Project Tasks, Assignments, and Schedule
Matrices-found in the Appendix and Section A for each Roman numeral tab of
the project plan.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o NSPI Treasured Members

The task of the NSPI Treasured Members is to provide input to the overall goals
and strategies of the NSPI Awards System.

o Analysis Team

The charge of the Analysis Team is to:

• Create the analysis instruments including:
- A structured phone interview guide for use with

-- The Board members
-- The Treasured Members
-- The Advocates

- Written surveys for publication in the Performance & Instruction Journal
-- Members
-- Local chapter officers
-- Customers (internal/external) of the members*

* To be copied and distributed by members andfaxed back by their customers directly to the Project
Management Team

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Design/Development Teams

The Design/Development Teams will be responsible for most of the work done in
the project. The preliminary view of the structure for these teams follows.

• Design/Development Teams
- Marketing/Promotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team
- Awards System Stakeholder Evaluation Process

• These teams are the critical components to our overall success. Their
assignments will involve them in the following phases:
- Phase III: Design

Creation of the design spec
-- Creation of the design details

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

- Phase IV: Development
Development of the materials and process descriptions, information,
training, etc., required
Developmental testing/reviews conducted internally among the team
members

- Phase V: Pilot Test
Helping to prepare the actual conference committee chairs for taking
over the conduct of the awards process during the pilot test

- Phase VI: Revision, Release, and Implementation Planning
Updating/revising all system components per the Revision Spec

-- Assisting in the development of the Implementation Plan.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

The charge of the Design/Development Teams is to:

• Create design specs for those components assigned to them

• Create design details for those components assigned to them

• Develop all the materials, procedures/practices, etc., from their approved
design details

• Revise (post pilot test) all materials, procedures/practices from the
components of the NSPI Awards System assigned to them.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Project Management Team

The members of the Project Management Team are Karen and Guy Wallace.
Their charge is to:

• Plan and manage the project

• Participate in developing plans and then handing off and instructing all
personnel involved in the implementation efforts.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Pilot Test Teams

The Pilot Test Teams will be responsible for the management of the pilot test
process and conducting the extensive evaluations with pilot test process
participants and all members of the various stakeholder groups affected.

Currently, two teams are foreseen:

• Pilot Test Management Team
• Pilot Test Evaluation Team.

Whatever their final configuration, the charge of these teams is to:

• Plan, manage, and troubleshoot the conduct of the entire Pilot Test Process,
picking up where the development of the system materials and processes
leaves off
- Includes the communications, instruction, etc., necessary for all Pilot Test

process participants

• Conduct Pilot Test evaluations, per the evaluation strategy and
designed/developed materials and process descriptions
- Both during and after the pilot test.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

o Implementation Planning Team

The Implementation Planning Team will be comprised of members from three
groups:

• All Design/Development Team Leaders (or their representative)
• The designated chairpeople of the next years Awards Committee
• A representative(s) from the NSPI Board.

They will meet formally for the first time during the 1995 conference to begin the
initial transfer of information and materials necessary for ongoing management
of the system/processes of the Awards System, and to begin initial planning. The
real work of this team will begin in the Post-Pilot Test Phase, Phase VI:
Revision, Release, and Implementation Planning.

This team will be a self-managed team, responsible only to the NSPI Board. The
project described herein begins its wind-down with the beginnings of this team's
activities with the exception of parallel efforts within the Phase VI: Revision and
Release and Implementation Planning task plan.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Team Roles (continued)

The activities that might have been conducted by either the Project Steering Team
or the Project Management Team will now be conducted by the Board, or some
special team assembled for that purpose.

The charge of the Implementation Planning Team will be to

• Develop a workable plan to transfer all Awards System information and
materials to next year's committee chairpeople.

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Preliminary Awards System "Architecture"

'r
The Awards Category

and Best-in-Class
The Awards Practices Benchmarks

Marketing and Policy Process
Promotion Process

t
The Nomination The Screening The Awards- -.- and Evaluation ~ Presentation•. Process

Process Process

+
The Evaluator- Selection/Training~ and Certification

Process
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Marketing/Promotional Process*
This process will both market the awards to solicit nominations for the award
categories and provide recognition for all winners, potentially including ...

• Press releases to local papers, company communications departments, national
magazines, and press

• Articles in an annual publication dedicated to the awards and the winners

• Articles about the award benchmarks

• Articles about the winning products and project histories (how did they do it,
what was the situation, etc.)

• Publication used to promote the Society to executive management of human
resources and quality efforts.

* Preliminary concepts

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Nomination Process*
The nomination process should require customer involvement in nominating the
product and process for award consideration.

• A simple data sheet will require customer completion and willingness to
undergo additional phone interviews and provide access to other project
participants.

• The process will be administered from the national offices as the conduit to the
current award category chairperson.

* Preliminary concepts

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Screening and Evaluation Process*
• For interventions, product and process history checklists will be used to screen

all nominations to eliminate those products/projects that obviously don't meet
the benchmarks for product or process requirements.

• Feedback will be provided in a timely fashion to all nominated
products/projects. Specifics of where requirements were not met, what
requirements were met, and general comments will be part of the feedback.

• Evaluators will be pre-screened to ensure that a conflict of interest does not exist
for their specific evaluation assignments.

* Preliminary concepts
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A wards Presentation Process*
• Award winners will be notified prior to the conference (finalists only-not any

of the top award winners).

• Recognition will be given to the product and process, or an overview of the
research or publication, or service to the Society during the conference.

• Award finalists will be given an open forum at each conference to both present
their product/services, and to discuss the overall performance situation of the
customer and the approach to the conduct of the project.

• Customers of the winning HPT interventions will be asked to participate and
speak about the project during the conference.

• Award finalist's products will be on display, but in a controlled manner so that
items don't get stolen.

* Preliminary concepts
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Evaluation Process*
This pilot test evaluation system will be continuously improved over time and will
function as the evaluation system for assessing the needs of our stakeholders and to
continuously monitor the satisfaction of all stakeholders regarding the NSPI
AWARDS SYSTEM.

* Preliminary concepts

NSPI: Awards System Redesign Project
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Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Process*
• Evaluators will be accepted for multi-year tours (probably three years each)

- With the exception of the first batch which will be appointed to either one,
two, or three year terms and rotated out as the annual selection process takes
over so that only 1/3 of the evaluator pool consists of new evaluators.

• The evaluator position must be promoted within the Society and without as a
position of honor and individual credibility in the category of assignment.

• Evaluators will be trained by the Society (a possible source of revenue if the
program is also used to train non-evaluators).

• Evaluators must pass a certification process to be conducted by the Society
(another revenue source).

• Certified understudy evaluators will be available to replace current year
evaluators who become unavailable to fulfill their duties.
- These will be members going through an apprenticeship process for

evaluators during their first year in the three-year rotation.
- Evaluators might be nominated by their chapters.

* Preliminary concepts
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT II. PHASE II: ANALYSIS

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAll.,s

Overview

The Analysis Phase is intended to reach out and engage as many of the Society's
members and other stakeholders as possible. It will be more difficult in later phases to
engage the membership in anything more than superficial read outs of what's happening.
It is here that we must broaden participation for a better insight into the needs, desires,
and constraints for all stakeholders.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Conduct an analysis of the needs of the stakeholders related to the NSPI Awards
Process

• Generate a straw model of the Awards System (awards-the products and the
processes) including initial concepts of the categories for awards, the evaluation
benchmarks or criteria to be used, and some very high level design specs for the
overall process mechanics of the system (nominations, evaluations, award
presentations, etc.)

• Compile the data into an Analysis Report for distribution to the Project Steering
Team and all eventual Team Leaders for the various Design/Development Teams

• Publish the End-of-Phase article in the Performance & Instruction Journal of the
preliminary findings to generate reactions from the membership prior to
launching into Phase III design activities

• Design/restructure the teams for all design/development activities and update the
Project Plan as necessary.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Conducting phone interviews and project plan reviews with
- Members of the NSPI Board
- Designated NSPI Treasured Members
- Representatives of NSPI Advocate, Patron and Sustaining member

organizations
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECf REPORT II. PHASE II: ANALYSIS

~1 • Conducting written (fax) surveys with
- NSPI members
- Customers of NSPI members
- Local chapter officer representatives

Assessment of the data by a designated Analysis Team, documentation of their
findings and creation of the prelimin!![y high level design requirements,
including ...
- Award categories, types, titles concepts
- Award nomination system concepts

Screening and evaluation system concepts
- Evaluator selection, training, and certification system concepts
- Awards presentation system concepts
- Awards marketing and promotional system concepts

• Publication of the results of the analysis efforts in the Performance & Instruction
Journal to generate member reaction along with a request for any feedback via
fax.

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Percentage of participation for each of the stakeholder groups

• Reaction to the analysis methods used for this phase by all stakeholders

• Acceptance of both the preliminary findings and preliminary design requirements
by the stakeholder groups (feedback to be solicited via fax)

• Timely completion of the preliminary findings and preliminary design
requirements.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team
• Project Management Team
• Analysis Team
• NSPI Treasured Members.

Project Tasks/Assi~nments/Schedule Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM PROJECf REPORT II. PHASE II: ANALYSIS

)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS NTMPMT

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

EndPST AT PI Ed Start

PHASE II: ANALYSIS

1. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Prepare/finalize draft analysis methods/materials
• Phone interview instructions, script, and survey instrument for use with

- Treasured Members
- Advocates, Patrons, Sustainers, and their customers
- Local Chapter Officers
- NSPI Board members
- Project Steering Team members

• Two Stakeholder Survey formats (for publication in theNSPI Journal) to
be returned by fax
- For the general membership
- For customers of the general membership

3. Prepare analysis database to facilitate the capture and reporting of all data to
be collected

4. Set up fax reception system and database population system

5. Conduct phone interviews with
• NSPI Board members
• NSPI Treasured Members
• Local Chapter Officer (one representative per chapter)

I/A E

E

E

E

E

KEY: Role Codes Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
AT = Analysis Team (each)
PI Ed = P & I Editor
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS PMT

ASSIGNMENT I SCHEDULE

PST AT PI Ed NTM Start End

6. Publish fax surveys in the Journal

7. Assess all data from the analysis efforts
• Individually and collectively as a team

8. Create preliminary design concepts and criteria for the NSPI Awards System

9. Create Section II.B of the Project Report and distribute per the Project Report
Distribution List

10. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax Feedback Form for
publication in theNSPl Journal to inform the membership of the activities,
participants, and results of the phase, plus next steps for the next phase and
solicit feedback from all stakeholders

KEY: Role Codes

S

E

E

S

E

E

S

S

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
AT = Analysis Team (each)
PI Ed = P & I Editor
NTM = NSPI Treasured Members
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECf REPORT III. PHASE III: DESIGN

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

The Design Phase is intended to take a systems engineering approach to the design of the
various components for this highly interactive Awards System.

Phase I

.;.:.;.;.;,:::,;.;.:.;.;.;.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Create preliminary design specifications for both the overall system and all of the
individual NSPI Awards System components for review/critique by the Project
Steering Team

• Create detailed designs for all of the NSPI Awards System components as inputs
to Phase IV efforts

• Update the Project Plan as necessary

• Publish the End-of-Phase article in the Performance & Instruction Journal of the
design details to generate reactions from the membership prior to launching into
Phase IV Development activities.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Assigning Team Leaders and Team Volunteers to the Design/Development
Teams
- All members of a team will come from the same geographical area so that they

might work together as teams rather than as "lone rangers" in creating design
specs and details

- Later, in developing materials, they can work more individually after they
have jointly created enough design detail to better ensure a success in
integrating the many processes into a workable pilot test

• Design/Development Teams working together to generate design specs and
design details

• Using of the Project Steering Team for review/critique and revision specification
development
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT III. PHASE III: DESIGN

• Publishing phase results in an End-of-Phase article for the Performance &
Instruction Journal (feedback to be solicited via fax).

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Acceptance of both the design spec and the detailed designs by the Project
Steering Team (two draft maximum)

• Acceptance of the design details by members (feedback to be solicited via fax)

• Timely completion of the design specs for integration review

• Timely completion of the design details for final review/critique

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team

• Project Management Team

• Design/Development Teams
- MarketinglPromotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection{fraining/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team

• Pilot Test Evaluation Team.

Project Tasks/Assi&nments/Schedule Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS PMT
ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

DTL DTM Start

PHASE III: DESIGN

1. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Set up final Design/Development Team structure (modify initial team structure as
needed due to new insights/needs as determined in the Analysis Phase) and
contact/recruit new/change assignments of Design/Development Team Leaders as
required to match updated structure of teams

3. Prepare a straw model of the NSPI Awards System Architecture including the following
types of architectural components (the following is a pre-project view of the systems
architecture of the subsystems/processes):
• Awards Structure and Best-in-Class Benchmark Process
• Marketing/Promotional Process
• Administrative Record Keeping System
• Nomination Process
• Screening and Evaluation Process
• Evaluator Selection{fraining/Certification Process
• Award Presentation Process
• (Pilot Test) Awards System Stakeholder Satisfaction Evaluation System
• Specs for the Specs

4. Forward (fax) the preliminary/straw model of the NSPI Awards System Architecture to
all members of the Project Steering Team (PST) for their review and critique prior to
and in preparation for a joint conference call with all members available

KEY: Role Codes

l/A

E

E

E

Reswnsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS DTMPMT

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

DTL Start

5. Review the project materials received in preparation for Task 6

6. Conduct a two- to three-hour conference call with all available members of the PST to
discuss and revise the preliminary design straw model which will be used as
input/guidelines to the Design Teams)

7. Update the preliminary design straw model, preliminary definitions of the NSPI Awards
System Architecture, and spec formats, and forward (fax) to the Design/Development
Team Leaders along with specific instructions for completing the Design Phase
activities (in a manner to facilitate the effective, integrated development approach being
concurrently conducted across multiple Design/Development Teams)

8. Review the project materials received and distribute to the Design/Development Team
members

9. Review the project materials received

10. Meet to plan the work (team kick-off)

11. Meet as a team to create an initial. preliminary/draft Design Spec. and forward (fax) the
prescribed outputs to the Project Management Team (PMT) for their review/critique and
integration efforts

KEY: Role Codes

E

S

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E

E

E

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS DTMPMT

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PST

E

DTL Start End

12. Conduct additional data gathering as needed with _
• Define process steps
• Define completion criteria
• Describe system deliverables (e.g., manuals, forms, etc.)

13. Review the inputted Design Specs, analyze for integration issues and
consistency/continuity, and create documented review critiques for each team leader
regarding their teams' input (the initial design spec), including both the change
requirements and the rationale for the changes (integration issue, etc.) and forward (fax)
to each Design/Development Team Leader for their review in preparation for creating
the design details

14. Review the project materials received, and distribute to the Design/Development Team
members

15. Conduct a conference call to discuss the inputs as a team and call the Project
Management Team co-chairs with any questions/comments/concerns related to any of
the project materials received, of any member/leader of any team, to discuss/clarify the
issues and alternatives as seen by the team

16. Meet as a team to draft the Design Details and forward (fax) all prescribed team outputs
to the Project Management Team for review!critique and final integration
efforts/analysis of the overall design

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E

S

S

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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)

PROJECT PHASE TASKS DTM

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PST PMT DTL Start End

17. Conduct final integration of the design and forward (fax) any revision directions to the
Design/Development Team Leaders

18. Conduct a conference phone call with all the team members to review feedback from
the Project Management Team and provide specific redirection prior to meeting to
complete the detailed design spec in Task 19

19. Meet as a team to complete the final Design Details per the feedback received in
Task 18 and forward (fax) all updated, prescribed team outputs to the Project
Management Team

20. Conduct final integration activities for all component designs of the NSPI Awards
System

2l. Create Section III.B of the Project Report and distribute per the Project Report
Distribution List

22. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax Feedback Form for publication in the
NSPI Journal to inform the membership of the activities, participants, and results of the
phase, plus next steps for the next phase and solicit feedback from all stakeholders

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

S

S

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DTL = Design Team Leaders (each)
DTM = Design Team Members (each)
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT IV. PHASE IV: DEVELOPMENT

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

This phase is intended to develop the subsystem components of the NSPI Awards
System, per the design details generated, amended and approved, in the previous phase.
It is during this phase where the Project Management Team will not discourage the "lone
ranger" approach to dividing and conquering the work load. Team members may elect to
continue working as a team, but where it seems more practical, teams are encouraged to
split up the work and use the team as a review forum.

The materials, process descriptions and whatever else is deemed necessary to be
developed, will go through no more than two development iterations in preparation for
the creation of the final materials/etc., for the pilot test.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Develop workable materials and process descriptions that will enable a
successful pilot test use and evaluation for all of the systems/processes of the
NSPI Awards System

• Conduct a pre-pilot test (developmental test) of the materials and process
description with members of their own team

• Conduct a final review of the integrated components developed and provide final
redirection to teams

• Define pilot test requirements.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Self-managed Design/Development Teams will create/develop based on their
own previously reviewed/approved design details

• Integration reviews of all components of the System will be conducted by the
Project Management Team.
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Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Evaluation results from the pilot test from the perspectives of all system/process
participants and stakeholders

• Team and team member morale

• Team output timeliness and quality of output

• Integratability of all team outputs.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team
• Project Management Team
• Design/Development Teams

- Marketing/Promotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection(fraining/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team
- Pilot Test Evaluation Team.

Project Tasks/Assi~nments/schedule Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

EndPST

I/A

PMT I D/DTL IDIDTM I Start

PHASE IV: DEVELOPMENT

1. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Create a Development Components Documentation Guidelines (DCDG) for use by the
DID Teams and forward (fax) to the Design/Development Team Leaders. The DCDG
is intended to provide guidance in conducting all team development activities and to
control the outputs of their efforts including specific guidance on:
• What to document

- Process map
- Procedures
- Output formats
- Input formats
- Other instruments

• "How to document" instruction and examples (very. very rough)
• Process for change review/approval

3. Review the DCDG received and distribute to the DID Team Members for their review
in preparation for their role in Task 5

4. Review the project materials received in preparation for Task 5

5. Conduct a conference call (or meet as a team) with all team members to discuss the
DCDG and its impact/implication to the next steps/work of the team/team members.
Inform the PMT of any issues impacting the team' s assignment

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

S

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DIDTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
DIDTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

E

PMT D/DTL D/DTM Start

6. Provide fax instructions to each D/D Team to authorize their start of development
activities, including any last redirection/change instructions or details to the last Design
Details

7. Plan Development Phase work with team
• Process
• Schedule
• Roles

8. Develop the various components of the NSPI Awards System (drafts of the system
component) as assigned per the approved/final Design Details and DCDG, and forward
(mail) the proscribed team outputs to the Project Management Team for their
review/integration/critique and development of feedback. There are recognized
alternative approaches to conducting this task at the teams' discretion. The team can
elect to
a. Continue to perform all team work as a collective team rather than as individuals.

This will require time to be spent together as a team
b. Conduct all team work as individuals developing their own pieces of the "pie"

within the guidelines established and provided
- This will perhaps require a team review of all drafts and final materials prior to

shipping off to the Project Management Team
c. The team can work out a process employing a little of each of the above approaches

as long as team members agree unanimously (otherwise it will probably not work
out as planned)

KEY: Role Codes

E

Responsibility CodeS

E

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

9. Review the preliminary first drafts of the system components for design
system/architecture integrity and continuity with all other system components being
developed concurrently, and document review critiques (design configuration changes
and specific change requirements)

10. Forward/fax design configuration and specific change requirements to each of the
Design/Development Team Leaders. Call the DID Team Leader(s) with details if
necessary.

11. Review the feedback received and distribute to all Team Members for their review

12. Review the project materials received

13. Conduct a phone call with all Team Members to discuss the feedback and its
impact/implications to the outputs of the team. Agree on the following:
• What work/rework has to be accomplished, by whom, and by when
• When and how it will be turned over to the Team Leader for assembly, final

documentation in preparation for sending in to the Project Management Team
• At what midpoint in the overall team schedule that the Team Leader will follow up

with each member to assess progress

14. Collect all Team Member outputs (second drafts), check for completion and adherence
to feedback and change requirements, complete/update as needed, and forward (mail)
all proscribed outputs of the system components to the PMT for their integration review
and critique efforts

ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

EndPST

E

E

E

S

E

PMT I D/DTL ID/DTM I Start

KEY: Role Codes

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DIDTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = DesignjDevelopment Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

15. Conduct final integration review/analysis of total system and all individual system
components to ensure final, overall design integrity (for the purposes of the pilot test).
Determine any and all changes required. Complete and document all change
requirements/general feedback and forward (fax) to the DID Team Leaders.

16. Review the project materials received and distribute to the DID Team Members

17. Review the project materials recei ved

18. Try out/walk through/development test of system

19. Conduct a phone call with Team Members to discuss the feedback and its
impact/implications to the outputs of the team. Agree on the following:
• Third draft (fmal draft) completion strategies, tactics, assignments, and schedule

20. Update system component materials per the feedback/directives of the Project
Management Team and the agreements reached and forward (mail) to the Project
Management Team all proscribed outputs

KEY: Role Codes

ASSIGNMENT

E

SCHEDULE

PST

E

E

PMT D/DTL D/DTM Start

E

E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E

S

E

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

End

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
DIDTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PST

E

E

PMT D/DTL D/DTM Start End

21. Review all materials received and either ...
• Request any final development tweaks of the DID Teams necessary to prepare the

final Pilot Test version of all system components, produce all Pilot Test system
components for use in the Pilot Test

-OR-
• Make the changes and communicate (fax.) those changes to the DID Team Leader for

communication to the Team Members

22. Create the preliminary draft of Section IV.B of the Project Report and distribute per the
Project Report Distribution List

23. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax. Feedback Form for publication in the
NSPI Journal to inform the membership of the activities, participants, and results of the
phase, plus next steps for the next phase and solicit feedback from all stakeholders

KEY: Role Codes

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A = Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
DIDTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
DIDTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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NSPI AWARDS SYSTEM
PROJECT REPORT V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

This phase is intended to use the 1995 Awards as the real-life, field trial for the Pilot Test
version of the NSPI Awards System components. Evaluations will be conducted with all
stakeholders and all Awards System participants to assess the need for revisions.

Phase I

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Implement the newly developed NSPI Awards System for the purposes of
evaluation
- Including providing information and training/instruction to all process

participants to ready them for their role in the pilot test

• Conduct extensive evaluations of the new pilot test system and processes with all
system/process participants and all other stakeholders

• Assess and document the Revision Requirements implicated by the evaluation
results

• Review and finalize the revision recommendation and create Revision Specs for
use by the Design!Development Teams in revising their components

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Design!Development Teams will be responsible for the information and
instruction of all Pilot Test Team members (their structure will be determined in
the Phase III: Design activities) in preparation for the pilot test

• The Pilot Test Management Team will conduct their activities in a manner
similar to the way it has been done historically (they will include those
teams/subcommittees of the current Awards Committee for the 1995 conference)
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• The Pilot Test Evaluation Team will be dedicated to the evaluation of the pilot
test with all participants and stakeholders
- Methods for evaluation were prescribed in the Design Phase and developed in

the Development Phase
- This team will implement the specific evaluation methodologies, document all

the data, assess the data, document evaluation results or findings, and create
the Revision Recommendations as input to the Project Steering Team.

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Informal comments received related to the new system/process

• Reactions from all process participants related to the practicality, efficiency, and
effectiveness of the process tested

• Reactions from all other stakeholders related to their needs being met or not

• Acceptance of the Revision Recommendations by the Project Steering Team

• Acceptance of the stakeholders to the final Revision Specs.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team

• Project Management Team

• Design!Development Teams
Marketing Promotional Process Team

- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team

• Pilot Test Teams
- Pilot Test Management Team
- Pilot Test Evaluation Team

Project Tasks/Assi~nments/Schedlile Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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V. PHASE V: PILOTTEST

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

E

PST PMT I DIDTL ID/DTM I PTMT I PTET I Start

SCHEDULE

KW

E

End

PHASE V: PILOT TEST

I. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Obtain all assignment data regarding chair
responsibilities for all committees/teams for the Pilot
Test during the Awards process for the 1994 conference.
This Pilot Test is to be conducted by the normal
committee approach with assignments to these positions
made in the routine manner; committee chairs and
subcomminee chairs will have the responsibilities of
carrying out the Award processes as a Pilot Test via
implementing all of the new processes created for the
Pilot Test

3. Contact and communicate (fax) the project status to
these appointees and announce intent to forward (mail)
to them all the appropriate materials for their portion of
the Awards System so that they might review and
prepare for Task 7

4. Review all project materials received and distribute to
all committee members for their review and critique

5. Review project materials received

KEY: Role Codes

E

l/A

R

E

R

E

E

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

)

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PROJECT PHASE TASKS KW PST PMT DIDTL DIDTM PTMT PTET Start End

6. Collect all critiques, comments, questions from the Pilot E S
Test Management Team members

7. Conduct a conference phone call with all committee S E E
heads and other Pilot Test Team Leaders to cover the
questions, comments, and concerns of the current
Awards Comminee chairs and members; make any
decisions pertinent and document

8. Report (fax) all issues and resolutions to the Project E E
Management Team (FYI)

9. Implement all Awards Processes as designed and E
developed for the Pilot Test

10. Assist in the implementation as requested/required E

KEY: Role Codes

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

E

PST PMT D/DTL D/DTM PTMT PTET Start

SCHEDULE

KW

S E

End

11. Escalate any implementation issues of the Awards
Committee Chairs for decision or further escalation to
both the Project Management Team and/or to the
appropriate Design/Development Team Leaders
• Prepare the following background for any escalation

- Issue statement (problem or opportunity)
- Alternatives to address issue
- Recommended change and rationale
- Result(s) anticipated from the status quo
- Result(s) anticipated from the recommended change
- Any other related information/issues that can be

foreseen

12. Document all issues addressed and their resolutions and
forward (fax) to the PMT

13. Implement agreed changes or continue implementation
as originally planned

14. Conduct all Pilot Test evaluations (after the 1994
conference) with all participants closely involved with
the piloted process, and document
• Per the Pilot Test System designed and developed in

earlier phases
• Both during and after the conference

KEY: Role Codes

S

A S

PTMT:::: Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET ::::Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E:::: Execute Task/Lead Effort
S:::: Support Execution of Task
R:::: Review and Provide Feedback
A:::: Review and Revise/Approve
I ::::Provide Input

KW ::::Kathleen Whiteside
PST ::::Project Steering Team (each)
PMT ::::Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL ::::Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM ::::Design/Development Team Members (each)
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ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

PROJECT PHASE TASKS KW PST PMT DIDTL D/DTM PTMT PTET Start End

15. Compile/document all Pilot Test data and distribute to E
the members of the Pilot Test Team for their review in
preparation of Task 17

16. Assess all evaluation data as received E

17. Meet as a team to discuss all evaluation data, all E
assessments of that data, and create Revision
Recommendations for consideration by the Project
Steering Team (in creating the final Revision Specs)

18. Document those revision Recommendations and create E
the Pilot Test Report per the proscribed format and
forward (mail) to the Project Management Team

19. Duplicate, package, and ship the Pilot Test Report and E
the Revision Recommendations to the Project Steering
Team for their review and assessment

20. Review the project materials received E E

KEY: Role Codes Responsibility Codes

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

PMT I DIDTL I DIDTM I PTMT I PTET I Start

SCHEDULE

KW PST End

21. Conduct a three- to four-hour conference call with the
Project Steering Team to review the Revision
Recommendations in respect to the overall Pilot Test
results, and finalize the Revision Recommendations into
Revision Specs for use in the fmal phase of the project

22. Document the Revision Specs and forward 10 the Project
Steering Team

23. Review the received Revision Specs and assess any
issues related to the overall integration of the System

24. Conduct a conference call to discuss

25. Document and forward the fmal Revision Specs to the
appropriate Design/Development Team Leaders for use
in Phase VI

26. Compile all phase outputs and create Section V.B of the
Project Report and distribute per the Project Report
Distribution List

KEY: Role Codes

E

E

E

S S

E

E

E

E

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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V. PHASE V: PILOT TEST

PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT

PST PMT I D/DTL IDIDTM I PTMT I PTET I Start

SCHEDULE

KW

E

End

27. Draft and publish an End-of-Phase Article/Fax
Feedback Form for publication in theNSPI Journal to
inform the membership of the activities, participants,
and results of the phase, plus next steps for post project
continuation, and solicit feedback from all stakeholders;
all fmal feedback to be provided to the Board for further
consideration

KEY: Role Codes

PTMT = Pilot Test Management Team (each)
PTET = Pilot Test Evaluation Team (each)

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DlL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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VI. PHASE VI: REVISION, RELEASE,
AND IMPLEMENTATION

PHASE OVERVIEW AND PLAN DETAILS

Overview

This phase is intended to update the NSPI Awards System materials and processes as
documented in the final Revision Spec from Phase V. Concurrently, an Implementation
Plan will be drafted and presented to the NSPI Board and Project Steering Team for
review/critique, final approval, and resourcing.

Final Implementation will be the job of the 1996 Awards System Committee and
Chairpeople.

Phase I

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of this phase are to

• Revise the materials and process descriptions (etc.) per the Revision Spec

• Create a viable Implementation Plan with participation by the next years
conference committee chairs from the Awards Committee

• Turn over all project outputs to a central control point for future reference and
use by the A wards Committees.

Approaches

The approaches to be used to conduct this phase include:

• Create a central control point within the Society for long-term management of
the new Awards System

• Draft a preliminary Implementation Plan for review/critique and finalization by
next year's Awards System Committee Chairpeople

• During the 1995 conference, conduct a meeting with all assigned Awards System
Committee Chairpeople to begin the transfer of information and materials to
those individuals who will be responsible for next year's process, and then in this
phase, continue and complete that effort.
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VI. PHASE VI: REVISION, RELEASE,
AND IMPLEMENTATION

Key Metrics

Key metrics for this phase include:

• Quality, completeness and timeliness of all of the revisions

• Smoothness of all handoffs to the next year's responsible committee chairs

• Ongoing success of the new system and the ease of continuous improvement
efforts.

Teams

Teams involved in this phase include:

• Project Steering Team

• Project Management Team

• Design!Development Team Leaders/Members
- Marketing!Promotional Process Team
- Nomination Process Team
- Screening and Evaluation Process Team
- Evaluator Selection/Training/Certification Team
- Awards Presentation Team
- Pilot Test Management Team
- Pilot Test Evaluation Team

• Implementation Planning Team.

PrQject Tasks/Assi(!nments/Scheduie Matrices

The following charts present the details for this phase. Please note that these phase plan
details are subject to change at the conclusion of the previous phase by the Project
Management Team. If in doubt, contact the Project Management Team.
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

KW PMT D/DTL D/DTMPST IPT Start End

PHASE VI: REVISION, RELEASE, AND IMPLEMENT AnON

I. Update the Project Plan for this phase as needed
• Tasks/roles and responsibilities/schedule

2. Conduct all revision activities as directed by the Revision Specs
and forward the fmal versions of all relevant project outputs to the
Project Management Team for a final quality and integration
review

3. Forward all NSPI Awards System components and materials, etc.,
to a designated individual responsible for the implementation and
integration into NSPI processes (at NSPI national headquarters)

4. Create a detailed Implementation Plan and forward copies to the
Project Steering Team for review in preparation for a conference
call to critique and finalize the plan

5. Conduct a conference call with all available members of the project
Steering Team to finalize the implementation plan and assign
responsibilities for all implementation activities/tasks

6. Create Section VI.B of the Project Report and distribute per the
Project Report Distribution List

KEY: Role Codes

S S

E

E

s

E

E E

E

E

Responsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input

KW = Kathleen Whiteside IPT = Implementation Planning Team (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/DTL = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)
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PROJECT PHASE TASKS

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE

KW

E

E

PST PMT I D/DTL I D/DTM I IPT Start End

7. Draft and publish an End of Project Article/Fax Feedback Form for
publication in theNSPI Journalus inform the membership of the
activities, participants, and results of the phase, plus next steps for
post project activities (primarily an overview of the
Implementation Plan) and solicit feedback from all stakeholders

8. Implement team volunteer recognition and reward system (agreed
to and developed in an earlier phase)

9. Disband the project and forward (mail) all project documentation
to the national office

KEY: Role Codes

E

KW = Kathleen Whiteside IPT = Implementation Planning Team (each)
PST = Project Steering Team (each)
PMT = Project Management Team (each)
D/D1L = Design/Development Team Leaders (each)
D/DTM = Design/Development Team Members (each)

Reswnsibility Codes

E = Execute Task/Lead Effort
S = Support Execution of Task
R = Review and Provide Feedback
A= Review and Revise/Approve
I = Provide Input
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PHASE I: Project Planning and Kick-Off
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Volume 1
March, 1993

NSPI Awards System Redesign
Monthly Status Report

Welcome!

This is the first Monthly Status Update for the NSPI Awards Systems Redesign Steering Team.

Topics this month include the following:

• Steering Team membership additions

• NSPI Board feedback on the plan

• Analysis Team Leader

• Communication Plan
- Miki Lane

• Values Statement
- Dick Lincoln

• Conference activities

Steering Team Membership Additions

Two new members have been added to the team {a represent other NSPI stakeholder groups. They
are:

• Dale Brethower
• George Pollard

Guy and I are sending them the project plan and will be discussing their (Q~ with. them.

NSPI aonrd Feedback on the Plan

We met with the Board on February 27. 1993. Their comments were as tnllows:

• Link this effortto the Chapter Awards system.

• Consider an application fee.

• Ensure that publicity gets down to a Chapter level. Send something to all chapter
presidents for use at their meetings.

• Do not use the term "Treasured Members." Do not create or publish a list of these
individuals.

• Implementation and follow through on this project will primarily be the responsibility of
the Steering Team as the current Board members will be out of the office at that time.

- 1 -
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Monthly Status Report March, 1993

Conference Activities <continued)

At this meeting, we will be describing the project activities, answering questions, soliciting help.
and obtaining feedback from these individuals.

Once the conference is over, Phase I - Project Planning and Kick-off will be c,?mplete. Guy and I
will then update the project plan with particular attention to Phrase II - AnalYSIS,and prepare the
end of Phase I Report.
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NSPI

Awards System Redesign Project
Steering Team Conference Call Meeting Notes

January 21,1993

CONFERENCE CALL PARTICIPANTS

• Roger Addison
• . Bonnie Abney
• Ruth Ashley
• Lani Fukazawa
• Miki Lane
• Dick Lincoln
• Kathleen Whiteside
• Karen and Guy Wallace

CONFERENCE CALL AGENDA

• Welcome and Introductions
• Project Plan Overview
• Overall Reactions to the Plan
• Phase by Phase Overview and Reactions/Comments
• Analysis Team Members
• Treasured Members
• Promotional Methods/Media

DISCUSSION POINTS/ACTION ITEMS ASSIGNED

Introductions

• Conference call participants provided their backgrounds in NSPI, the Awards
System. and their interests in this project.

Project Plan

• Overall comments regarding the Project Plan (v.3) were positive in terms of its
overall detail, and some of the project management concepts (e.g., deployed
imperfection and continuous improvement vs. deferred perfection; and the
Project Management Team stepping in to do the work or reassign the work that
does not get accomplished by the designated team; etc.). Steering Team
members are to review plan details for "disconnects" and other problematic
issues and raise them ASAP with Karen and Guy.



• The Project Steering Team needs more balance. Kathleen is to find one
Academic and one Internal HPT Consultant to balance out the number of
External HPT Consultant types now on the team.

• Dick Lincoln will draft a preliminary "Values Statement" for our consideration
and word smithing. He will send that to Karen and Guy, who will distribute it to
the Steering Team, who will in turn, submit suggestions back to Dick.

• A Steering Team meeting at the Conference will be coordinated by Kathleen.
This face-to-face will allow us to get to know each other a bit better. Time and
location to be determined.

• Additional general reactions/comments regarding the Project Plan included:
- The project holds some promise to provide a "model for change" for the

society
- The Analysis Team (if assembled) should also meet at the Conference with

the Steering Team and by themselves; they could possibly begin the collection
of data at the Conference.

• General Reactions to the preliminary Awards System Architecture (Introduction
Tab, page I) included:
- The systems picture will probably get more complicated during the project
- It will need to handle different Media (of the submitted HPT interventions)
- Evaluations may be conducted via a "meeting" of evaluators
- The system will have to deal with the logistics of handling the submitted

materials.

PHASE I: PROJECf PLANNING & KICK-OFF

• Specific reactions/comments regarding Phase I: Project Plannin~ & Kick-Off
plans included:
- The project should consider some sort of "benchmarking" with other

professional societies regarding their "Awards Systems"
The project should consider the potential to partner with Training Magazine in
some manner
The Analysis Team should understand and profile the demographics of the
society (balance of Academicsllnternal HPT Consultants/External HPT
Consultants)
Need to pre-inform/forewarn the Treasured Members prior to the interview
phone call so that they may give some thought to the questions (Kathleen to
pre-inform. Karen and/or Analysis Team Leader to conduct calls)
The list of Treasured Members includes:

Mager
Harless
Gilbert
Rumrnler
Deterline
Kaufman

-- Plus those life members who are still active in the society



- Additional Treasured Members should include Tiagi and Tosti (Don Tosti will
become a member of our Steering Team)

- The list of Treasured Members should be augmented with more women,
including Margo Murray and Stephanie Jackson.

PHASE II: ANALYSIS

• Specific reactionslcomments regarding Phase II: Analysis plans included:
- Analysis interviews/surveys should be conducted with past submitters

(winners and not)
- Should consider the local chapters as a "forum" for conducting group analysis/

data collection
- Our candidates for the Analysis Team Lead~, who will assemble the team

using our criteria (plus theirs, as appropriate) include:
Mark Green
Char Siefert
Alison Rosette
Ann Parkman
Seth Lieber.

• Kathleen will recruit the Analysis Team Leader and provide them with our initial
team member criteria and other comments/inputs.

• The Steering Team's preliminary criteria for the 6 to 12 Analysis Team members
includes:
- Knowledge of HPT technology in general and analysis methods (with applied

statistics) in particular
- Past experience as a submitter in the process (winners and non-winners) or

service as an Awards committee chair or team member
- Balance of Academicsiintemal HPT Consultants/External HPT Consultants

plus a representative of the NSPI Advocates.

PROJECT PROMOTION

• Project Promotional activities can include the following:
- Articles in News & Notes (Karen and Guy to write)
- Shorter articles (exerts of the News & Notes versions) for local chapter

newsletter publication will be distributed to local chapters
- Regional Coordinators may not be informed enough early in the project. but

could potentially be a promotional conduit in latter phases of the project.

• At the '93 Conference we should:
- Conduct a short read-out/status report of this project at the Business Meeting

(Kathleen to arrange and conduct)
- Conduct a Cracker Barrel session (Dick to arrange/Karen and Guy to conduct)
- Near the Exhibit area (or the Awards exhibit area) we should put up posters

and make available handouts that overview and describe the project as well as
provide a method for potential volunteers to volunteer.



• A project orientation and status report will be conducted during the February 26
through 28 NSPI Board meeting in Chicago (Karen and Guy to prepare).

• Miki has volunteered to draft a preliminary Project Communications Plan and
incorporate all the required Communications elements needed for the project.

ArnON ITEM SUMMARY

• All Steering Team members are to review plan details for "disconnects and
other problematic issues and raise them ASAP with Karen and Guy.

• Kathleen is to find one Academic and one Internal HPT Consultant to balance
out the number of External HPT Consultant types now on the team.

• Dick will draft a preliminary "Values Statement" for this project (see
attachment).

• Kathleen will coordinate a Steering Team meeting at the Conference.

• Kathleen will pre-inform Treasured Members prior to phone call interviews.

• Karen and/or Analysis Team Leader will conduct calls with Treasured
Members.

• Kathleen will recruit the Analysis Team Leader.

• Karen and Guy will write (end-of-phase) articles for use in News & Notes and
for distribution to local chapters.

• Kathleen will arrange for a project read out at the Conference Business Meeting.

• Dick will arrange a Cracker Barrel session regarding the project.

• Karen and Guy will prepare Board orientation and status report for February 26
through 28.

• Miki is to draft a preliminary Project Communications Plan (see attachment).

Note Please inform me of any misstatements or inaccuracies regarding my notes
vs. your notes/memory. Thanks.

- Guy
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Project Steering Team
Conference Call

NSPI
Awards System Redesign

l. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION

2. PROJECT PLAN OVERVIEW Karen/Guy

3. OVERALL REACTION All Team Members

4. PHASE-BY-PHASE REACTIONS All Team Members

5. ANALYSIS TEAM All Team Members
• Identify Team Members

- Primary
- Secondary

• Determine Recruiting Responsibility

6. TREASURED MEMBERS Kathleen
• Obtain list from Kathleen

7. DISCUSS NEXT STEPS All Team Members



NSPI

Awards System Redesign Project
Steering Team Conference Call Meeting Notes

January 21,1993

CONFERENCE CALL PARTICIPANTS

• Roger Addison
• Bonnie Abney
• Ruth Ashley
• Lani Fukazawa
• Miki Lane
• Dick Lincoln
• Kathleen Whiteside
• Karen and Guy Wallace

CONFERENCE CALL AGENDA

• Welcome and Introductions
• Project Plan Overview
• Overall Reactions to the Plan
• Phase by Phase Overview and Reactions/Comments
• Analysis Team Members
• Treasured Members
• Promotional Methods/Media

DISCUSSION POINTS/ACTION ITEMS ASSIGNED

Introductions

• Conference call participants provided their backgrounds in NSPI, the Awards
System, and their interests in this project.

Project Plan

• Overall comments regarding the Project Plan (v.3) were positive in terms of its
overall detail, and some of the project management concepts (e.g., deployed
imperfection and continuous improvement vs. deferred perfection; and the
Project Management Team stepping in to do the work or reassign the work that
does not get accomplished by the designated team; etc.). Steering Team
members are to review plan details for "disconnects" and other problematic
issues and raise them ASAP with Karen and Guy.



• The Project Steering Team needs more balance. Kathleen is to find one
Academic and one Internal HPT Consultant to balance out the number of
External HPT Consultant types now on the team.

• Dick Lincoln will draft a preliminary "Values Statement" for our consideration
and word smithing. He will send that to Karen and Guy, who will distribute it to
the Steering Team, who will in turn, submit suggestions back to Dick.

• A Steering Team meeting at the Conference will be coordinated by Kathleen.
This face-to-face will allow us to get to know each other a bit better. Time and
location to be determined.

• Additional general reactions/comments regarding the Project Plan included:
- The project holds some promise to provide a "model for change" for the

society
- The Analysis Team (if assembled) should also meet at the Conference with

the Steering Team and by themselves; they could possibly begin the collection
of data at the Conference.

• General Reactions to the preliminary Awards System Architecture (Introduction
Tab, page 1) included:
- The systems picture will probably get more complicated during the project
- It will need to handle different Media (of the submitted HPT interventions)
- Evaluations may be conducted via a "meeting" of evaluators
- The system will have to deal with the logistics of handling the submitted

materials.

PHASE I: PROJECT PLANNING & KICK-OFF

• Specific reactions/comments regarding Phase I: Project Plannin~ & Kick-Off
plans included:
- The project should consider some sort of "benchmarking" with other

professional societies regarding their" Awards Systems"
The project should consider the potential to partner with Training Magazine in
some manner
The Analysis Team should understand and profile the demographics of the
society (balance of AcademicslInternal HPT ConsultantslExternal HPT
Consultants)
Need to pre-inform/forewarn the Treasured Members prior to the interview
phone call so that they may give some thought to the questions (Kathleen to
pre-inform, Karen and/or Analysis Team Leader to conduct calls)
The list of Treasured Members includes:

Mager
Harless
Gilbert
RummIer
Deterline
Kaufman
Plus those life members who are still active in the society



- Additional Treasured Members should include Tiagi and Tosti (Don Tosti will
become a member of our Steering Team)

- The list of Treasured Members should be augmented with more women,
including Margo Murray and Stephanie Jackson.

PHASE II: ANALYSIS

• Specific reactions/comments regarding Phase II: Analysis plans included:
- Analysis interviews/surveys should be conducted with past submitters

(winners and not)
- Should consider the local chapters as a "forum" for conducting group analysis/

data collection
- Our candidates for the Analysis Team Leader, who will assemble the team

using our criteria (plus theirs, as appropriate) include:
Mark Green
Char Siefert
Alison Rosette
Ann Parkman
Seth Lieber.

• Kathleen will recruit the Analysis Team Leader and provide them with our initial
team member criteria and other comments!inputs.

• The Steering Team's preliminary criteria for the 6 to 12 Analysis Team members
includes:
- Knowledge of HPT technology in general and analysis methods (with applied

statistics) in particular
- Past experience as a submitter in the process (winners and non-winners) or

service as an Awards committee chair or team member
- Balance of Academics/Internal HPT Consultants/External HPT Consultants

plus a representative of the NSPI Advocates.

PROJECT PROMOTION

• Project Promotional activities can include the following:
- Articles in News & Notes (Karen and Guy to write)
- Shorter articles (exerts of the News & Notes versions) for local chapter

newsletter publication will be distributed to local chapters
- Regional Coordinators may not be informed enough early in the project, but

could potentially be a promotional conduit in latter phases of the project.

• At the '93 Conference we should:
- Conduct a short read-out/status report of this project at the Business Meeting

(Kathleen to arrange and conduct)
- Conduct a Cracker Barrel session (Dick to arrange/Karen and Guy to conduct)
- Near the Exhibit area (or the Awards exhibit area) we should put up posters

and make available handouts that overview and describe the project as well as
provide a method for potential volunteers to volunteer.



• A project orientation and status report will be conducted during the February 26
through 28 NSPI Board meeting in Chicago (Karen and Guy to prepare).

• Miki has volunteered to draft a preliminary Project Communications Plan and
incorporate all the required Communications elements needed for the project.

ACTION ITEM SUMMARY

• All Steering Team members are to review plan details for "disconnects and
other problematic issues and raise them ASAP with Karen and Guy.

• Kathleen is to find one Academic and one Internal HPT Consultant to balance
out the number of External HPT Consultant types now on the team.

~ -- Dick will draft a preliminary "Values Statement" for this project (see
attachment).

• Kathleen will coordinate a Steering Team meeting at the Conference.

• Kathleen will pre-inform Treasured Members prior to phone call interviews.

• Karen and/or Analysis Team Leader will conduct calls with Treasured
Members.

• Kathleen will recruit the Analysis Team Leader.

;(. • Karen and Guy will write (end-of-phase) articles for use in News & Notes and
for distribution to local chapters.

• Kathleen will arrange for a project read out at the Conference Business Meeting.

• Dick will arrange a Cracker Barrel session regarding the project.

;< • Karen and Guy will prepare Board orientation and status report for February 26
through 28.

~ -- Miki is to draft a preliminary Project Communications Plan (see attachment).

Note Please inform me of any misstatements or inaccuracies regarding my notes
vs. your notes/memory. Thanks.

- Guy



NSPI

A wards - Values Statement

The National Society for Performance Instruction (NSPI) is committed to identifying and
rewarding exemplary performance in all aspects of Society activity-leadership,
technology enhancement, and service. Recognition of exemplary performance is
extended to all Society members regardless of their work-setting, membership status, or
personal characteristics.

The primary means of accomplishing such recognition is the NSPI Awards System. By
means of this System, the Society will set standards for excellence, create models for
practitioners of the technology, provide reinforcement to exemplary performers, and
define for its members and other stakeholders what the Society values in the field of
performance improvement.



NSPI AWARDS PROCESS COMMUNICATION DOCUMENT (JANUARY, 1993)

In order to communicate to the NSPI membership at large information about the
reorganization ot NSPl's award process. a communication plan is proposed that
will use the following elements:

use ot the current NSPI publications:

New$ and Notes
Per10rmance and Instruction Journal
Performance Improvement Quarterly

Use of the monthly communication from national to chapter presidents

Use of the national convention

Use of the current NSPI publications:

News and Notes

News and Notes is one of the fastest ways to communicate to the mernbersrup.
Information needs to be sent to the publisher only one month in advance. Use of
this publication should be limitod to informntion abcut the process (why it is being
done, philosophy and values of the project, timeline tor the project, steps in the
process. who are the players in the process and a call for action from the
membership for those who would like to volunteer to help in the process).

News and notes can also be used to update the membership on the on-going
development of the process.

Recommendation: Comrmssron an article describing the rationale, philosophy.
values and key elements of the proposed awards process to be published in
Newc; and Notes as quickly as possible. Since this is the quickest way of
reaching all international members baSICinformation about the process as well as
announcements concerning Information sessions at the conference should be
included in the article.

Perforrnance and Instruction Journal

Since the lead time for trus publication is considerable longer that News and
Notes. it is not seen as an ertecnve vehicle for communicating updates on the
award process to the membership. This publication might support the work of the
awards reconstruction committee In two specific ways:

Two articles on the awards process (Tt19 awards process development
project anc The awards process development project. revisited). These
two articles could be anecoota: descriptions of how the process was
undertaken and some of the on-going issues of the project. It would be a



peek into the workings ot a major societal project that should prove
interesting and educational for the membership. The second article
(...revisited) could provide insights to the membership of what was learned
by both the participants and the society about the process and information
ao"",l 111., pr"~.,~.LlICl1 yvv",lu L.lwubwlul lu lul" .••tI \.:Vllllllltltltlb.

Recommendation: Commission an author for the first article now. Hopefully it
will be someone from the steering committee that will have accc:.:. to phone calls
and records.

• Performance Improvement Quarterly (PIQ)

PIQ is a scholarly journal that usually focuses on a particular theme with about 6,
8-12 pages articles relating to that theme. The lead time for articles Is up to six
months depending upon the editor and the theme. In the last (first) steering
committee meeting it was mentioned that the process of this project could have
significant impact on the way future Similar projects are conducted by the society.
Since the development team has looked at the redesign of the awards process
as a peMormance problem, the steps in the process mirror the process steps of
the technology. Documentation of the complete process would have significant
value to the membership of the society.

Recommendation: Commission an editor tor a special Pia issue that will focus
exclusively on the awards development project. Each team leader (analysis,
design, etc.) would contribute an article to the issue that details the issues,
process and end products of the team. The detailing of all the elements of such
a large development project, undertaken by volunteers, could have significant
impact on future projects within NSPI and other volunteer organizations.

Use of the monthly communication from national to chapters:

Each month, national office sends out information to chapter presidents. This
information is then passed on (hopefully) to the chapter membership. Since not
all chapter members are international members, this vehicle is a good way of
communicating to those NSPlers who don't receive the other communication
vehicles mentioned above.

Recommendation: Submit the same or an abridged version of the article
commissioned for news and notes to chapter presidents for inclusion in their
chapter's newsletter. Also provide the chapter president with information to pass
out to those individuals that might be interested in becoming involved with the
project. There may be a number of excellent committee candidates in each
chapter that could make significant contnbutions to the project. If this grass-roots
involvement is nurtured, potential future chapter and society leaders could be
identified as well as some potential international members might decide to join
up.



Use of the National Conference

This years conference in Chicago should be used a communication vehicle for
the project. It offers a unique opportunity to talk to the membership as a whole
as well as to specific membership groups.

There are a variety of ways in which the message of the project can be
communicated during the conference:

the project could be mentioned at the opening of the conference and
information provided to people who would like more information about it

•

the NSPI booth could serve as a vehicle for providing information

the project could be discussed at the annual business meeting

a special conference session could be held to discuss the project with the
membership

information about the work of the project could be available in the staging
area for the award finalists

•

•

•

Recommendations: Someone from the steering committee should be assigned to
oversee the marketing of the project at the conference. Because of the many
vQnUAopportunities. clear communications with the conference staff is critical. A
session should also be scheduled for the steering committee to meet at the
conference to discuss the next steps.
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- Additional Treasured Members should include Tiagi and Tosti (Don Tosti will
become a member of our Steering Team)

- The list of Treasured Members should be augmented with more women,
including Margo Murray and Stephanie Jackson.

PHASE II: ANALYSIS

• Specific reactions/comments regarding Phase II: Analysis plans included:
- Analysis interviews/surveys should be conducted with past submitters

(winners and not)
- Should consider the local chapters as a "forum" for conducting group analysis/

data collection
- Our candidates for the Analysis Team Leader, who will assemble the team

using our criteria (plus theirs, as appropriate j-include:
Mark Greene
Char Seyfer
Allison Rossett
Ann Parkman
Seth Leibler.

• Kathleen will recruit the Analysis Team Leader and provide them with our initial
team member criteria and other comments/inputs.

• The Steering Team's preliminary criteria for the 6 to 12 Analysis Team members
includes:
- Knowledge of HPT technology in general and analysis methods (with applied

statistics) in particular
- Past experience as a submitter in the process (winners and non-winners) or

service as an A wards committee chair or team member
- Balance of AcademicslIntemal HPT Consultants/External HPT Consultants

plus a representative of the NSPI Advocates.

PROJECT PROMOTION

• Project Promotional activities can include the following:
- Articles in News & Notes (Karen and Guy to write)
- Shorter articles (exerts of the News & Notes versions) for local chapter

newsletter publication will be distributed to local chapters
- Regional Consultants may not be informed enough early in the project, but

could potentially be a promotional conduit in latter phases of the project.

• At the '93 Conference we should:
- Conduct a short read-out/status report of this project at the Business Meeting

(Kathleen to arrange and conduct)
- Conduct a Cracker Barrel session (Dick to arrange/Karen and Guy to conduct)
- Near the Exhibit area (or the Awards exhibit area) we should put up posters

and make available handouts that overview and describe the project as well as
provide a method for potential volunteers to volunteer.



NSPI

Awards - Values Statement

The National Society for Performance and Instruction (NSPI) is committed to identifying
and rewarding exemplary performance in all aspects of Society activity-leadership,
technology enhancement, and service. Recognition of exemplary performance is
extended to all Society members regardless of their work-setting, membership status, or
personal characteristics.

The primary means of accomplishing such recognition is the NSPI Awards System. By
means of this System, the Society will set standards for excellence, create models for
practitioners of the technology, provide reinforcement to exemplary performers, and
define for its members and other stakeholders what the Society values in the field of
performance improvement.
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NSPI Conference Call Notes
January 21, 1993

Note: Please inform me of any misstatements or innacurracies
regarding my notes vs. your notes/ memory. Thanks.

-Guy

Conference Call Participants

• Roger Addison
• Bonnie Abney
• Ruth Ashley
• Lani Fukazawa
• Miki Lane
• Dick Lincoln
• Kathleen Whiteside
• Karen & Guy Wallace

Conference Call Aeenda

• Welcome & Introductions
• Project Plan Overview
• Overall Reactions to the Plan
• Phase by Phase Overview & Reactions/ Comments
• Analysis Team Members
• Treasured Members
• Promotional Methods/ Media

Discussion Points/ Action Items Assiened

• Conference call particpants provided their backgrounds in NSPI, the
Awards System, and their interests in this project

• Overall comments regarding the Project Plan (v.3) were positive in terms
of it's overall detail, and some of the project management concepts
(i.e..Deployed imperfection and continuous improvement vs.
deferred perfection; and the Project Management Team stepping in to
do the work or reassign the work that does not get accomplished by
the designated team; etc.). Steering Team members are to review plan
details for "disconnects and other problematic issues and raise them
ASAP with Karen & Guy.



• The Project Steering Team needs more balance. Kathleen is to find 1
Acedemic and 1 Internal HPT Consultant to balance out the number of
External HPT Consultant types now on the team.

• Dick Lincoln will draft a preliminary "Values Statement" for our
consideration and word smithing. He will send that to Karen & Guy,
who will distribute it to the Steering Team, whom will in turn, submit
suggestions back to Dick.

• A Steering Team meeting at the Conference will be coordinated by
Kathleen. This face to face will allow us to get to know each other a
bit better. Time and location TBD.

• General Reactions to the preliminary Awards System Architecture (Intro
tab; page 1) included-

- the systems picture will get more complicated during the project
- it will need to handle different Media (of the submitted HPT

interventions)
- evaluations may be conducted via a "meeting" of evaluators
- the system will have to deal with the logistics of handling the submitted

materials

• Additional general reactions/ comments regarding the Project Plan
included-

- the project holds some promise to provide a "model for change" for
the society

- the Analysis Team (if assembled) should also meet at the Conference
with the Steering Team and by themselves; they could possibly
begin the collection of data at the Conference

• Specific reactions/ comments regarding Phase I: Project Planning & Kick-
Off plans included-

- the project should consider some sort of "benchmarking" with other
professional societies regarding their" Awards Systems"

- the project should consider the potential to partner with Training
Magazine in some manner

- the Analysis Team should understand and profile the demographics of
the society (balance of Acedemics/ Internal HPT Consultants/
External HPT Consultants)

- need to pre-inform/ forwarn the Treasured Members prior to the
interview phone call so that they may give some thought to the

--~~----~------------------------------------------------------------



questions (Kathleen to pre-inform, Karen and/or Analysis Team
Leader to conduct calls)

- the list of Treasured Members includes-- Mager, Harless, Gilbert,
Rummler, Deterline, Kaufman; plus those life members who are
still active in the society

- additonal Treasured Members should include Tiagi and Tosti (Don
Tosti will become a member of our Steering Team)

- the list of Treasured Members should be augmented with more
women, including Margo Murray, Stephanie Jackson

• Specific reactions/ comments regarding Phase II: Analysis plans included-
- analysis interviews/ surveys should be conducted with past submitters

(winners and not)
- should consider the local chapters as a "forum" for conducting group

analysis/ data collection
- our candidates for the Analysis Team Leader, whom will assemble the

team using our criteria (plus theirs, as appropriate), include
--Mark Green
--Char Siefert
--Alison Rosette
--Ann Parkman
--Seth Lieber

• Kathleen will recruit the Analysis Team Leader and provide them with our
initial team member criteria and other comments/ inputs

• The Steering Team's preliminary criteria for the 6 to 12 Analysis Team
members includes-

- knowledge of HPT technology in general and analysis methods (with
applied statistics) in particular

- past experience as a submitter in the process (winners and non-
winners) or service as an Awards committe chair or team member

- balance of Acedemics/ Internal HPT Consultants/ External HPT
Consultants plus a representative of the NSPI Advocates

• Project Promotional activities can include the following
- articles in News & Notes (Karen & Guy to write)
- shorter articles (exerpts of the news & notes versions) for local

chapter newsletter publication will be distributed to local chapters
- Regional Coordinators may not be informed enough early in the

project, but could potentially be a promotional conduit in latter
phases of the project



• At the '93 Conference we should-
- conduct a short read-out/ status report of this project at the Business

Meeting (Kathleen to arrange and conduct)
- conduct a Cracker Barrel session (Dick to arrange/ Karen & Guy to

conduct)
- near the Exhibit area (or the Awards exhibit area) we should put up

posters and make available handouts that overview and describe the
project as well as provide a method for potential volunteers to
volunteer

• A project orientation and status report will be conducted during the
February 26th-28th NSPI Board meeting in Chicago (Karen & Guy to
prepare)

• Miki has volunteered to draft a preliminary Project Communications Plan
and incorporate all the required Communications elements needed for
the project

Action Item Summary

• All Steering Team members are to review plan details for "disconnects
and other problematic issues and raise them ASAP with Karen &
Guy.

• Kathleen is to find 1Acedemic and 1 Internal HPT Consultant to balance
out the number of External HPT Consultant types now on the team.

• Dick will draft a preliminary "Values Statement" for this project
• Kathleen to coordinate a Steering Team meeting at the Conference
• Kathleen to pre-inform Treasured Members prior to phone call

interviews
• Karen and/or Analysis Team Leader to conduct calls with Treasured

Members
• Kathleen will recruit the Analysis Team Leader
• Karen & Guy to write (end-of-phase) articles for use in News & Notes

and for distribution to local chapters
• Kathleen to arrange for a project read out at the Conference Business

Meeting
• Dick to arrange a Cracker Barrel session re: the project
• Karen & Guy to prepare Board orientation and status report for 2/ 26-28
• Miki is to draft a preliminary Project Communications Plan

Next Steps
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